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Officials
return
Bassett

Second installment effective today

Administration hopes tax cut
will boost consumer spending

Greg Bassett, 29, is in custody in
Calloway County Jail, with bond
set at $150,000 cash, according to
Sheriff David Salentine.
Bassett, of Jacksonville, Fla., is
charged with the June 11 murder
of Mark Oliver Egstrom.
Balentine and Kentucky State
Police Del. Gene Spillman traveled to Menominee, Wisc., Tuesday
and returned with Bassett 9 p.m.
Wednesday.
Bassett waived extradition Friday and appeared in the Wisconsin court Monday. He was being
held in the county jail there after
his arrest June 18 at a rest area in
Dunn County, where he was found
sleeping.
"We had no problem with
Bassett, and the authorities there
were most cooperative," Salentine said. "They treated us excellently."
Bassett now awaits an appearance in court for a bond hearing. He will be tried in Circuit
Court. A date has yet to be set.

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API —
Paychecks are a little fatter today
as workers start collecting the second installment of the largest tax
cut in history. If the Reagan administration's forecasts are on
target, the extra money will spark
a recovery from the worst recession since World War II.
The reduction in the tax
withheld from individual
paychecks will range from 40
cents for the $100-a-week earner to
$13.40 at the $700 level and higher.
The Treasury Department figures
a typical married worker with two
children and the median family income of about $24,000 a year will
take home an extra $6 a week.
In many cases, the higher Social
Security taxes that began Jan. 1
and the effects of inflation, which
nudges workers into higher
brackets as their incomes rise,
will leave taxpayers no better off
than they were.
But President Reagan's advisers are counting on that extra

Wayne Cryts
to speak
Missouri farmer Wayne Cryts
will be part of the July 4 holiday
events as he will speak at 8 p.m.
Monday, July 5, in the MurrayCalloway County Park.
Cryts, who defied government
orders by removing his grain from
a bankrupt grain elevator last
year, will make his second appearance in Calloway County in
less than a month. He spoke to a
group of farmer in Lynn Grove on
June 9.
His talk is scheduled prior to
Monday's fireworks display.

House leaders
advise Reagan
on agencies
WASHINGTON (AP) — Reluctant to call campaigning congressmen back from their July 4
vacation, House leaders from both
parties are telling President
Reagan "to do whatever is possible" to keep cash-short federal
agencies operating this summer.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill, D-Mass., and Republican
Leader Robert Michel,
in a
Joint statement Wednesday, urged
Reagan to keep the agencies and
their programs running until Congress can break a deadlock over a
new emergency spending bill.
They said the House leadership
is "committed to acting as soon as
possible to resolve the remaining
differences and provide the
necessary funding for essential
government services."

partly cloudy
Tonight partly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of thundershowers. Lew in the low 60s.
Light southeast winds. Friday
partly sunny warmer and more
humid with a 40 percent chance
of thundershowers. High in the
upper 80s. South winds 10 to 15
mph.
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money and the 7.4-percent increase in Social Security benefits
taking effect today to set off a consumer buying spree that would
quickly work its way through the
economy, firing up idle factories
and slashing the high unemployment rate.
As he often does, Reagan promised to defend the third installment of the tax cut — iicheduled
for July I, 1983 - from efforts to
change it. "These tax incentives
must be preserved They are
essential to lasting economic
recovery," he said.
As for Social Security, Reagan
referred to his campaign pledges
of 1980 that "we'll protect those
benefits and we will protect the integrity of Social Security. We are
honoring these promises."
Despite his statement, Reagan's
aides circulated budget-cutting
proposals among congressional
leaders at private negotiations
earlier this year that called for
delaying the Social Security costof-living increase until Oct. 1, and
limiting it to 4 percent.

The administt anon expected
some of that economic recovery' to
happen last year when businesses
began receiving their share of the
tax reduction retroactively. But
business investment is lagging far
behind what had been anticipated,
and for the tax cut to produce the
hoped-for results will require consumers to do what business did hot
do.
The new tax reduction is the second installment of a multi-year
cut enacted last year that, when
fully effective in 1984, will slash individual tax rates by an average
of 23 percent. Taxes were cut by
about 1.25 percent and
withholding rates reduced by 5
percent last Oct. 1. The third stage
will be a 10-percent reduction in
withholdings on July 1, 1983.
Starting today, paychecks will
show a cut averaging about 10 percent in federal income taxes
withheld. Any wages paid today or
later should reflect the full reduction, even if the money is for work
done before today.

Rally at capitol to be first step
of second attempt to pass ERA
SCULPTURE ON DISPLAY — Artist Mark Rhodes (left) and
Robert Head, chairman of the art department at Murray State
University, view the sculpture Rhodes loaned to the libraryandigtefeed In the Library Reading Garden.

Sculpture loaned
to Calloway library
A 10-foot tall sculpture titled
"The Age of Stone" is on loan
from the artist D. Mark Rhodes to
the Calloway County Public
Library.
The sculpture carved from
Georgia marble, fine white marble and limestone,
is located
in the Library Reading Garden.
Rhodes is a former art student
at Murray State University and
has been granted a teaching
assistantship at the University of
Montana where he will study
under Rudy Autio, an outstanding
teacher in ceramics and
sculpture.
"I feel that the richest and most
valuable heritage for sculptors is
in the stone sculpture of the
Greeks, Romans, and the MN-

naissance while exercising my
freedom and direction as a contempory American artist," the artist said. "The human form is
most important in sculpture so I
have included the bust in the form
of a Roman 'Term' with the carved abstract forms which displays
a vertical rhythm and I hope its
presence reads as a monument, in
a general sense," he added.
-We are pleased that this exceptually fine artist has chosen to
place some of his work on the
library grounds and it is our hope
that funding for purchasing the
work will be available if he
decides to sell it," Ronnie
Jackson, chairman of the Library
Board and spokesman for all
trustees.said.

Students volunteer
services to hospital
Thirty youngsters, 21 from
Calloway County High School and
nine from Murray High School,
are serving in various jobs at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
In the hospital's summer Teenage
Volunteer program.
The Calloway County High
School participants are Lisa Hale,
Jam Williams, Shawn Bucy, Liz
Bailey, Jennifer Kirk, Tim Lewis,
Angela Usher, Vicki Edwards,
Tanny Tress,
Dawn Hale, Jamie McKnight,
Valerie Gilbert, Jodi Price,
Deborah Hopkins, Beth Woodall,

Kentucky Lake Park
plans fun,fireworks
Fireworks and fun are to mark
the July Fourth festivities at Kentucky Lake State Park Entertainment and squaredancing are
scheduled for 7 p.m. Saturday at
Kenlake amphitheatre, with
fireworks following int dusk
Rshnsente will be sold, and
no admission will be charged. In
case of rain, the events will be
postponed until Sunday, July 4.
The activities are sponsored by
Kentucky Lake State Park and
Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee.

Tammy Miller, Carla Wagoner,
Brenda Armstrong, Dana Sills,
Karla Mitchell, and Susan Henry.
Participating from Murray
High School are David Robinson,
Kim Greene, Sherry Meadows,
Kristi Wright, Jan Mohundro,
Sheri Swift, Natascha Tubbs, Paul
Reed and Michele Kupchella.
The program, which is in its
sixth year, is open each summer
to both boys and girls who will be
at least 14 years old when the program starts. Each is required to
have their parents' consent -in
order to be a volunteer.
At the hospital, the teenagers
work in such areas as x-ray,
Laboratory, dietary, central service, long term care, physical
therapy, business office, public
relations, housekeeping and nursing.
Seniority and early applications
are factors in job placement with
the work periods depending upon
the youngsters' time and day
preferences.
Each is asked to devote at least
four enintottcutivo , beta n( work
each week and to wear the
uniform prescribed by the
hospital.
Last summer, the participating
teenagers donated more than 5,100
hours of volunteer work to the
hospital's operation.

MAYFIELD, Ky. (API — The
clock has run out in the 10-year
battle to ratify the Equal Rights
Amendment. But the teid of the
state Commission on Women says
supporters of the ill-fated amendment are already making plans to
launch another skirmish.
Jessica Schikler said her group
was planning a rally today on the
steps of the State Capitol in
Frankfort.
Ms. Schikler said the rally will
be the first step in another attempt to see that "women have
the same legal rights as men when
it comes to pay and job opportunities."
She said the proposed amendment failed this time because not
enough people understood it but
went on to predict that ERA, in
some form, will be approved eventually.
Midnight Wednesday marked
the deadline set by Congress for
ERA ratification. For feminists, it
tolled the end of a decade of lobbying, campaign gifts and mass
demonstrations in a failed effort
to convince 38 state legislatures to

Ruling favors
Gary Brame
On Aug. 8, 1981, a meeting to
nominate candidates for Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association director in District
No. 3, which is the west side of
Calloway County, was held. At
that meeting, James Henry Armstrong and Gary Brame were
nominated.
The Executive Board of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Awiciation determined
that Armstrong was not a member
of the association and would not
allow his name to be placed on the
ballot for election on Aug. 22.
There being only one qualified
candidate nominated, Warne
would automatically become the
new director for the district.
However, on Aug. 20, Armstrong filed a Civil Action Suit
against the association asking
that his name be placed on the
ballot and an election held. A
restraining order was issued
against the association by Judge
James M. Lassiter which
prevented the Association from
proceeding with the certification
of a Director for District No. 1 until the case had been heard and
ruled upon.
On June 1$ 1982 Judge Lassiter
tAtcb was in
made his
ion Brame,
favor of the a
being the only qualified nominee
for director in District 3, now
automatically becomes the new
director and will serve the remainder of FM term which will expire in Augusti984

make the amendment the law of
the land.
"They might as well admit it,
they lost and we won," said
Phyllis Green of Mayfield, chairman of Kentucky's Eagle Forum.
She made the statement prior to
leaving for Washington for
Wednesday evening's "Over The
Rainbow" dinner sponsored by
Eagle Forum. It is a national
women's group led by Phyllis
Schafly of Alton, Ill., that has
fought the proposed ERA amendment.
If the amendment is revived,
Mrs. Green predicted the outcome
will be the same.
"They will probably try it but
(I) don't think it will get
anywhere. There is a more conservative Congress and they have
got to start from scratch."
She spoke at a weekend celebra-

tion here marking the demise of
ERA.
Jane Peak, a Louisvillian, told
the rally that "there were times in
the last 10 years that I doubted I
would be standing here with a grin
on my face from ear to ear but I
should not have been of little
faith."
The amendment was approved
in 35 states but five of those states,
including Kentucky, voted later to
rescind their action. The U.S.
Supreme Court is expected to rule
this fall whether a state can rescind its vote.
Kentucky's turnabout was
vetoed in. 1978 by then-Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall, who was acting
governor. However, the courts
ruled later that the governor has
no power to veto constitutional
amendment votes.

Shuttle astronauts run
tests on cargo doors
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— Columbia's commander, "watching like a hawk," ran tests today to make sure the shuttle's
balky cargo doors close properly
in a simulation of steps that must
precede re-entry on the Fourth of
July. "They closed normally,"
said Ken Mattingly.
He sounded relieved and so did
Mission Control.
As America's shuttle sped into
the homeward half of its final
practice run, Mattingly and pilot
Henry Hartsfield delivered an enthusiastic report on Earth's
"spectacular cloud formations,"
"A geologist flying over here
could have a ball for a lifetime,"
said Mattingly as he marvelled at
the vast territory of western
Australia,
The he prepared to close Columbia's errant 60-foot left door, telling Mission Control: "I propose I
watch it like a hawk. The first
time! see it bend upward, I'm going to stop." He never had to. Capcom Brewster Shaw said,
"Everything looks good. Continue
on with you normal procedures."
"It's real clean," Hartsfield
said as the door slammed shut.
Flight four was entering its fifth
of seven days today, looking
toward Sunday's touchdown at
Edwards Air Force Base in
California.
Down below in California Columbia's sister ship, Challenger,
was `seing taken from its hang.,
early today and towed 38 miles
through two desert towns to Edwards Air Force Base. It will be
there to greet Columbia on Sunday
and is to make it own first flight
next January.
Mattingly and Hartsfield pas*

the midpoint of their mission at
precisely 11:27 p.m. EDT Wednesday, when they were in their 57th
orbit. They planned to subject Col(Continued On Page 2)

Ex-state officials
indicted by jury
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Former state labor commissioner
James Yocom and two other
former state officials have been
Indicted .by a Franklin County
grand jury on charges they filed a
total of nearly 83,000 in false
travel expenseyouchers with the
state.
However, in another case, the
jury declined to indict another
former state official, William
"Larry" Huffman in connection
with the handling of $5,275 in black
lung fees paid to p.`::,-ir.olans six
years ago.
In a written statement, Huffman said he plans to file two
lawsuits alleging violation of his
civil rights.
Besides Yocom, who now heads
the federal black lung program,
Don Utley and Edward Bignon
were indicted.
Utley is a former deputy labor
commissioner. Bignon was golf
director for the state Parka
Department.
The grand jury returned the indictments after hearing evidence
presented by the state attorney
general's office.
Vacant,54,is a former Jefferson
County legislator who was labor
conunisaloner during the administrations of Goys Wendell
Ford and Julian Carroll
(Continuo,On Page 2)
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Highway official denies receiving 1980 investigation report
By BILL BERGSTROM
Aseettated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — A
state Department of Transportation official says he did not receive
a report on a 1980 investigation
that two fired engineers are accused of mishandling.
"My knowledge of the
seriousness of the problem ... I did
not know about it until February
of this year," Dean Huff, commis
sioner of the department's Bureau
of Highways, told a federal judge
Cyrus Layson, former asstht.il,t
highway engineer, and George
Franke, former district engineer
in Lexington. were dismissed in
May for allegedly following im-

proper procedures in the 198U pro
be involving a Lexington con/strut.tion project
They say criticism of Transp,i
tation Secretary Frank Melts actually led to the clistrussais, and
they and the Kentucky Association of Transportation Engineers,
which represents most engineers
in the department, have filed a
$4.7 million damage suit.
The present hearing is on their
request that they be reinstated
while the lawsuit is pending.
U.S. District Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan Jr. has heard
testimony that Huff and other
department officials were told of
the outcome of the investigation,

appeared satisfied and did not request a written report.
But Huff said Wednesday he did
not recall being apprised in 1960 of
the particulars of the probe, which
involved falsified concrete
reports, or of the resignation of
resident engineer Rondal Allen as
a result.
Asked about testimony he gave
earlier that Layson -probably
mentioned" the matter to him,
Huff said, "I don't know what he
told me."
"There's telling about and
there's telling about. He did not
make a report to me," Huff said.
"I cannot testify that he actually
did in fact come in and tell me one

Slammer bill hearing requeste4
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, K). API—The(
legislator who has been criticized
publicly for helping kill the socalled slammer bill to curb drunk
driving is asking again for
statewide public hearings on the
matter

Rep. .Aubrey Williams, DLouisville, made the request to the
Legislative Resarch Commission,
which turned down the idea
earlier.
Williams said in a letter to the
I.RC that that he is "very disappointed and totally confused" at
the denial of his earlier request.
"My integrity is my most important virtue," Williams' letter
said. "I took and am still taking a
lot of heat over the 'slammer'
bill."
The focal point is Senate Bill 93,
which died in the 1982 session after
Williams, chairman of the House
Judiciary-Criminal Committee,
refused to allow a vote on the
measure in his committee.
An attempt to take the measure
away from Williams' committee
ough a discharge petition failed
in the final days.
'I doe't want the citizens saying
I lied to them and deceived them
as well," Williams said without
elaboration. "I urge you to reconsider your decision."
Williams said if the problem is
not addressed now, "we're going
to have the same problem when
we reconvene in 1984."
The bill had been pushed by
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
(MADD), which expressed concern over tragedies resulting from
drunk driving and what it called
leniency in courts against
,
• -•
rganizatien lobbied

Choral group
to sponsor
salad lunch
The Chamber Singers, the elite
choral group of Calloway County
High School, will sponsor a salad
smorgasbord at 12:30 p.m. Sunday, July 18, in the school
cafeteria.
All proceeds :rum the
smorgasbord will go toward the
choral group's trip to Vienna.
Austria, in July 1983 for the 12th
International Youth & Music
Festival_
Invitations to the festival were
to choirs and bands from 43
antries. The Chamber Singers
were the only choral group from
,tucky selected.
e.thnission will be $2.50 for
adults and $1 for children.
:he group estimated it will need
to raise $50,000 from various fundraising projects in ardex toinflke
the trip.

vigorously for the measure until
the last day of the session.
The basic provisions would have
required at least one day in jail for
conviction of drunk driving, would
have escalated penalties in all
categories and would have forced
judges to reveal adverse driving
records when officially asked.
Williams had said that penalties
for first offenses would have been
too stringent. He also questioned
whether there was sufficient jail
space to handle a large number of
convicted drunk drivers.
He told the "RC, which is the
legislature's bipartisan leadership, that he promised hearings
during the current interim.
Williams said the LRC member
who moved to quash the hearings
said they were not needed because
"we already know how the public
feels."
Williams said that was known
when the General Assembly was
in session, "but we didn't do
anything about it."
He called for -rational legislation" on the subject in the next
session which would be drafted
with "citizen imput, assistance
and support."
Williams said the legislators
"have a responsibility to educate
the people on the mulitude of problems that the 'slammer bill'
would have created."
Williams had proposed hearings
t3 Silies-)TheiLliehoids its next
meeting July T.
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By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan says he calls the
shots on foreign policy and "there
is going to be no change" despite
outgoing Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig's charge that it is
off-course.
"I think we are progressing
very well with what it is we are

Tennessee Tech
interested in lab
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee Tech University's
president says his school is
obligated by the mission stated in
his school's charter to make a bid
to run the $368 million Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.
Dr. Arliss L. Roaden said the
university — located in
Cookeville, 75 miles west of the
5,500-employeee lab — may join
the list of applicants for the laboperation contract.
"Our charter said our purpose is
to address questions of science
and technology and that's what
we're about — more than 40 percent of our students are enrolled in
science and technology," he said.
The lab, which employs more
than 900 people with doctorates, is
one of three major installations at
the government's nuclear reservation which Union Carbide Corp.
says it no longer wants to operate.
As a result, officials at the
University of Tennessee, Tennessee Tech and Oak Ridge
Associated Universities have said
their schools are thinking about
making bids for the operations
contract.
UT-Knoxville Chancellor Jack
Reese is appointing a 30-member
committee to study a possible
push by the 30,000-student school
to take over operation of the lab.
Knoxville is located about 20 miles
east of Oak Ridge.
The other two major Oak)ildge
facilities — the Y-12 plan which
makes parts for nuclear weapons,
and a uranium enrichment plant
— will likely be run by private corporations.

trying to accomplish," Reagan secutor found Monday that Dononsaid Wednesday night during his van had not done anything to warfirst televised news conference in rant being charged with a crime,
seven weeks.
even though the prosecutor said
But the president again declined there there were "a disturbing
to discuss the reasons for Haig's number" of links to anderworld
resignation last Friday, saying figures.
the American people had been told
"I think it would
the most uneverything about it that they need- fair thing in the world for anyone
ed to know.
to think he has been anything but
Reagan disputed suggestions unfairly and unjustly accused,"
that the United States knew in ad- Reagan said of his labor
vance of Israel's invasion of secretary.
Lebanon and approved of it. "I've
He also said he will fight for congiven no green light whatsoever" gressional passage of his proposed
to the Israelis, he said.
tax credits for parents of children
He also made clear he is giving in private schools. "It's simple
serious thought to running for a fairness" to give them a break
second term in 1984 because "it since they also such also pay taxes
would be unlike me to think that I to support the public school
would walk away from an un- system, he said.
finished job."
The president said the nation
While he said it is too earli to alias "fortunate" that former
make up his mind, he joked that Treasury Secretary George P.
he has advised his aides "they Shultz has accepted his nominashould not waste their time tion to succeed Haig. He said
reading the help-wanted ads."
Shultz "is a man with great exReagan said he was "sticking perience and a man of unquestionwith" Labor Secretary Raymond ed integrity."
Donovan after a special pro-

be

Shuttle...
(Continued From Pagel)
umbia's complex systems to more
fine-tuning today, to help it be
declared fit for commercial trips
starting in November.
Time out for sightseeing aside,
"the main activity today is to
make sure the doors are healthy
for entry," Mission Control
radioed the astronauts after they
wakened 186 miles high.
Flight controllers studied the
problem on television beamed
down by the astronauts, but the
replay of the tape to reporters was
delayed so the Air Force could
make sure it included no views of
the classified Pentagon cargo.
Flight director Chuck Lewis,
describing the tape, said "It looks
very preliminarily that we sort of
had a banana-shaped vehicle. The
edge of the door overlapped the
back bulkhead too much and came
down on the shoulder."
Before the astronauts went to
bed Wednesday, they put the ship
into a "barbecue mode" —

Southside Shopping
Center
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Indictments...
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earlier, he referred to "A couple
of them. I was talking about a
small group."
He denied telling state highway
engineer James Fehr in
December that Metts should fire
Fehr's assistants because the
engineers had gone to the state
Personnel Board about
reorganization moves
"I don't think I made that statement," Lyons said.
"But kt doesn't sound like a bad
idea," he added. "It did stop
operations from going ahead and
the taxpayer is the only one who
loses there."
Lyons said his criticisms of
engineers were based on their
management abilities. "I never
said we didn't need engineers," he
said.

Reagan to call foreign policy shots
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iota about the case "
with an engineers' news conHuff said he was asked to look ference concerning a petition to
into the matter last February, ,Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. for Melts'
after a handwritten memo by removal.
Franke describing the 1900 inLayson answered many of the
vestigation was found in a desk in questions at the news conference,
Lexington and brought to and the engineers' association had
Frankfort.
opposed many reorganization
He said files indicated ir- moves by Metts.
regularities on the project, which
The engineers' say their First
he recommended turning over to Amendment rights were violated
the Department of Justice for fur- by the firings.
ther investigation.
Also testifying Wednesday was
And he said he reported that Robert W. Lyons, deputy highway
after the earlier investigation, commissioner, who said he paid
"various members of the Depart- little heed to engineers' associament of Transportation staff fail- tion activities. "All I was ined to adequately inform their terested in was building roads and
superiors."
maintaining them," he said.
The engineers contend that the
Lyons said when he made
February renewal of the Lex- disparaging remarks about
ington investigation coincided engineers that were testified to

(Continued From Page 1)
Currently, he is associate director for coal miners workers' compensation in the U.S. Labor
Department.
Robert Collyer, deputy
undersecretary of labor, said
Wednesday that he would consult
federal labor agency attorneys
about how the indictment might
affect Yocom's federal post.
The charges against Yocom and
the two others involve theft by
deception. All are felonies
punishable upon conviction by up
to five years in prison and a
$10,000 fine.
Yocom faces four charges.
One is in connection with a trip
the three reportedly made to
Hilton Head,S. C., in 1978.
The indictments said that
although the trip was of a personal
nature,each man billed the state.
They said the state paid bills
totaling 9844 in expenses for
Yocom, Utley and Bignon.
Three other similar counts
against Yocom in another indictment charged he "knowingly and
falsely" submitted travel
vouchers for expenses totaling
9378 for trips within Kentucky
which he did nt take.
Yocom could not be reached for
comment. Utley's attorney said he
would have no comment. Bignon
has left the state and reportedly
lives in Florida.
Yocom Is the second person who
has served as labor commissioner
and has been indicted in the past
15 months.
In March 1981, Eugene Lend,
labor commissioner at the time,
was indicted here and later found
guilty by a district court jury of
filing a false travel voucher and

fined $250. The next day, Land
resigned.
Attorney General Steven
Beshear said that the investigation of the travel vouchers
originated with the state Department of Justice.
State police more than a year
ago disclosed they were investigating expenses for the
Labor Department's annual
Labor-Management Classic golf
tournament.
One of six charges against
Bignon acccused him of submitting a false $163 bill to the labor
agency for rental of a golf cart
during the 1978 tournament.
All the other indictments relate
to false travel expense vouchers.
In Huffman's .case, Ccommonwealth's Attorney Ray Corns
said that "we're through with it
here."
Huffman, who was director of
workers' compensation in the
state Labor Department in 1976,
was arrested by state police last
April and charged with fur cunts
of theft by failure to make required disposition of property.
The 38-year-old Lexington man
spent an hour before the grand
Jury.
Huffman said he would file a
suit in U.S. District Court against
the state Justice Department and
other officials in the administration of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
alleging violation of his civil
He said the other suit would be
filed in a state eccourt against
James Novolio and Ray Leroux,
top state human resources officials. Huffman said it would
alleged "harassment, slander and
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rotating it slowly as if on a spit to
give all sides equal and frequent
exposure. to the sun. Officials
believe it was a warping from
temperature extremes that made
it impossible to fasten the doors
securely on Wednesday.

Challenger making
initial journey
PALMDALE, Calif.(AP) — The
shiny new space shuttle
Challenger makes its first journey
today — a snail's-pace voyage
along city streets and desert
flatlands.
The second working shuttle was
being towed 38 miles through the
desert towns of Palmdale and
Lancaster and on to Edwards Air
Force Base. During the 12 hours
it's on the road, Columbia will circle the Earth eight times.
Once at Edwards, Challenger
will become part of a multi-shuttle
extravaganza on the Fourth of July, when President Reagan will
watch Columbia land.
"This whole nation, and in fact
the whole world. is going to see
Columbia return from space and
Challenger become airborne (atop
a jumbo jetliner for a piggyback
ride to its Florida launch site),"
said Joe Engle, commander of the
second shuttle mission last
November.
"That's some kind of birthday
present for America," he said
Wednesday at Challenger's
coming-out ceremonies in front of
Rockwell International's
assembly hangar near here.
The new shuttle was towed slowly around the corner of the giant
hangar as some 1,200 workers and
dignitaries applauded and craned
their necks. Its nose appeared as
as a Marine Corps band played the
themes from "Star Trek," "Star,
Wars" and "Superman."
!,
It was clearly a day for backslapping pride and patriotism.
And several Rockwell officials us- 1
ed the occasion to make a strong,
pitch for a fifth shuttle, one more I
than currently funded. They hope
Reagan may come out in favor oft
it in a speech Sunday.
Meanwhile, Paul J. Weitz, who
will command Challenger on its
maiden voyage early next year,,
accepted from Rockwell a "sym- ,
bollc key" — a replica of the tool
that opens the shuttle's hatch.
I
"I'd like to accept this key to the;
orbiter in trust for the American I
people and all us taxpayers who
are footing the bill for this
magaificent flying machine," he
said.
Giant parts of a third shuttle,
Discovery, are already being
assembled inside the hangar with
completion due in September 1983.
The Atlantis Is scheduled for
delivery in December 1964 1,
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The Supreme Court could hardly avoid ruling as it
did that the children of illegal immigrants are entitled to free public education. The issue sharply
divided the court, however, with a minority arguing
persuasively that the Constitution does not confer
upon the judiciary a mandate to remedy every
social ill.
The ruling causes some to fear that it will open
the door to claims by illegal aliens to other social
programs available to American citizens —
welfare, food stamps, and Medicare. In the cases of
many aliens, who have become tax-paying, productive residents, these claims may be difficult to
deny.
The issue of educating alien children arose when
the Tyler, Texas, school district decided it could not
afford to admit the families of inunigrant Mexican
farm workers and sought to bar them by means of a
$1,000 tuition fee. The Supreme Court ruled 5-4 that
the savings to the school district were insignificant
compared with the costs to society of allowing these
youngsters to grow up uneducated.
Indeed, so fundamental is the need for education
that its refusal clearly becomes, as the court majority held, a denial of the equal protection afforded
all persons by the 14th Amendment. This has
already been recognized by most states, including
California, where the children of undocumented
aliens are admitted to public schools as a matter of
course.
The court's minority, led by Chief Justice Warren
Burger. argued that the question of educating the
children of illegal aliens was but a part of a larger
problem that should be resolved by the political
branches of government, rather than the judiciary.
In his dissenting opinion, Justice Burger said the
court lacks authority to "strike down laws because
they do not meet our standards of desirable social
policy, wisdom, or common sense."
His warning should guide the judiciary's response
if an effort is made to extend the court's ruling to
welfare and other benefits which go far beyond the
narrow ruling on education.
These larger questions should, indeed, be settled
by the executive and legislative arms of government. And the prospect that they now may be raised
lends new urgency to enactment of the SimpsonMazzoli immigration reform bill before Congress.
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The flotilla of Haitian boats have turned back,
and the black bodies have stopped washing up on
beaches. But nearly 2,000 Haitians languish in
federal detention camps.
The Haitians say they are political refugees from
the dictatorship of Jean-Claude "Baby Doc"
Duvalier and request asylum in the United States.
The Reagan administration says they are economic
refugees and have no legal right to remain in this
country.
By law, immigration courts must rule on their requests for asylum, but the courts are back-logged
and many of the Haitians have been unable to pay
for a lawyer. Hundreds have remained in detention
for over a year, pending hearings and appeals. If
sent back to Haiti, some may face death from the
shadowy secret police.
The tough detention was meant to send a clear
message to Haitians to stop coming, and it succeeded. Boats were interdicted by the Navy and sent
back. The stream of boat people diminished to a
trickle. But in Miami and other eastern cities,
blacks and human rights groups protested the treatment of the Haitians who were detained as an example to their countrymen.
But now the Justice Department, citing
"humanitarian" reasons, has relented. Haitians
will be allowed to be paroled from the INS camps
pending resolution of their cases. They must have a
lawyer and a community sponsor to get out. Some
will probably never appear for their hearings, but
other* will respect the terms of their parole. The
policy of interdiction at sea will be enforced, and
Haitians without visas will not be permitted entrance to the United States.
This is a good and humane decision. America cannot open its doors to Haitians who come here illegally. But we cannot close our hearts to Haitians who
came before America halted their boats and suffered long detention in a strange land.
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Baptist choir's 'I Love America'
to be a Fourth of July highlight
About this time last year, the choir
at First Baptist Church here in town
surprised us all with one of the finest,
patriotic musical programs it has
ever been my privilege to attend.
I came away from it more in love
than ever with America — despite all
its faults and problems — and with
my pride in being an American lifted
again to the heavens. A few days
Later, in one of these columns, I stuck
my neck out and suggested that the
choir present it again this year since
it had not been justifiably putlicized.
Other than the members of the
church — and not a great throng of
them, I'm sorry to say — few others
were fortunate enough to hear it. I
was sure, I said in that column,that a
lot of people from across the community would have enjoyed it had
they known about it and had been
there.
"Let's make it an Independence
Day tradition," I wrote. As far as I
am concerned, it is a perfect and
most appropriate Fourth of July program.
•••
Apparently, a lot of people in town
would like to have heard it, and told
the choir members and director
Wayne Halley so, because this coming Sunday afternoon — July 4 — at 5
o'clock the choir will again present
this stirring,colorful and outstanding
musical at the church. The entire
community is invited.
The 5 p.m. hour may seem a little
unusual at first thought, but Wayne

tells me the time was selected so our
friends who go to other churches in
the area can attend and still be out in
time to attend the regular Sunday
evening worship service in their own
churches.
It's entitled, "I Love America,"
and was written by two fellows —
John W. Peterson and Don Wyrtzen.
No doubt, their names mean little to
most of us and chances are two
weeks from now precious few of us
will be able to recall them without the
printed program, but they have given
us something great, I think, in
patriotic music.
Incidentally, Peterson is a longtime, recognized writer of cantatas
and special music, while Wyrtzen, so
Wayne tells me, is a very talented,
up-and-coming young arranger.
When Wayne was music director at
the North Park Baptist Church in
Orlando, Fla.; before coming to Murray five years ago, his choir down
there presented "I Love America,"
so he simply borrowed its books,
bought the orchestral tape that goes
with it and led his choir here through
it last year.
Once finished, the audience in that
staid, old, historic church gave them
a standing ovation which lasted for
several minutes.
•••
There are some great numbers in
"I Love America," which is sung in
three segments — "patriotism for
America,""praise for America" and

"prayer for America."
After the rousing "I Love
America" opening number, Cynthia
Turnbow and Gale Vinson have solo
roles — Cynthia singing "I'm Just a
Flag-Waving American" and Gale
singing "Johnny Bull."
Joan Bowker has the only solo role
in the second segment, singing "The
Red, White and Blue" in her refined,
soprano voice."My Home, America"
and "America, The Beautiful" are
two truly moving numbers in this
segment, which will leave you sitting
there plumb proud that you are an
America.
Bobby Malone, Judy Adanis Henry
and Margery Shown are the soloists
In the final segment. Bobby sings
"It's Time to Pray," and Judy's
number is entitled, "If My People,"
before Margery takes you to the ceiling with "The Battle Hymn of The
Republic," the program's finale.
There are a couple of especially effective things the choir members,
who will be dressed in white blouses
and shirts, red vests and blue
trousers and skirts, do to accentuate
the spirit of the presentation, but I'll
not spoil that by telling you in advance what they plan.
Too, the program again will be narrated by Dr. Bill Whittaker, the
pastor, and Bobby Henry and his
daughter, Melissa, appear in a
sketch at the beginning and in which
he explains to her how a country

"celebrates its birthday just as a little girl celebrates hers."
•••
I have never been able to help It,
but I simply am one of those oldfashioned, sentimental, patriotic
souls who still get misty-eyed and
throat-lumpy at a good, stirring rendition of "The Star Spangled Banner," "America, The Beautiful,"
"America," and — God Bless
America." .
This program left me that way last
year, and it more than likely will
again Sunday when I hear the folks
present it again. But, that's nothing
of which to be ashamed.
•••
So, Sunday if you are about
— played out" from already
celebrating the Fourth and you are
looking for something else to do along
late in the afternoon, Wayne and his
choir would be delighted to have you
in the audience when they present "I
Love America" this second time.
I would have missed it last year
had it not been for Doris Rose, one of
the sopranos in the choir. She
"clued" me that it was going to be
something really unusual and
something that I — an old, redblooded American — would enjoy
and remember for a long time, and
she was right.
So, now, you've been "clued." I'm
confident you will not only enjoy it,
but will get a great personal and
spiritual lift from it.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
In his famous work The Origin of
Species (1859), the English naturalist
Charles Darwin professed that he
saw "no good reason why the views
given in this volume should shock the
religious feelingstof any one."
To support his notion that the
theory of evolution and the belief in
an all-powerful, loving Creator need
not conflict, Darwin quoted from a
letter he had received from a
minister who, in his own words, had
"gradually learnt to see that it is just
as noble a conception of the Deity to
believe that He created a few original
forms capable of self-development
into other and needful forms, as to
believe that He required a fresh act
of creation to supply the voids caused
by the actions of His laws."
Darwin also noted that the law of
gravity was also attacked in the
seventeenth century as "subversive
of revealed religion."

looking back
Ten years ago
Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter has been asked to send $820
as its share in financing ARC relief
and rehabilitation in wake of Hurricane Agnes in eastern part of the
United States, according to Robert O.
Miller, Calloway County Disaster
Chairman.
Deaths reported include Herman
Edwards, 82, and James Darren
Robertson, 7.
John 0. Pasco has been appointed
to Kentucky Occupational Safety and
Health Standards Board by Gov.
Wendell Ford.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on July 9 with a reception
at Bethel United Methodist Church.
Twenty years ago
,
Joe N. Cohoon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Euphrey Cohoon. recently was promoted to sergeant first class while
serving with 18th Aviation Operat4ng
Detachment in Okinawa. His wife is
the former Juanita Futrell.
Deaths reported include J. Graves
Littleton, 102, Thad Edwards, 78, and
Mrs. Lillie Shrader,80.
Margaret Rose Bryan, Susan
Sparks, Donna Murphy, Anne Sturm
and Eddie Lee Grogan of Murray
High School attended a Journalism
Camp for High School Students at
University of Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Denton and
daughter, Twila, and Miss Nannie
Herndon are vacationing in Michigan
And Canada.
Thirty years ago
Cadet Robert Gaylon White, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon White, is attending Air Force Reserve Officers
Corps Summer Training Camp at
Robins Air Force Base, Georgia
"It only reached a mere 103
degrees yesterday until the cooling
breezes moved in," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Martha Sue Upchurch and Jack
Henry Kahn were married June 29 at
First Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilcox of East
Louis, ni,
.St are visiting relatives
here.

letter to the editor
To the Editor:
Happy Birthday America: On July
4, Americans commemorate the
glory of the American
Revolution. But following
the Revolutionary war, life was not
so glorious for the veteran and the
disabled in the struggle to free our
nation from British domination. Post
war apathy in every war since, of ten
makes life a bitter battle with poverty for these veterans.
There have been 39 million
veterans who served in our armed
forces since 1776, 30 million of these
Veterans are alive today and of this
total, there are 3 million disabled
veterans. June and July are great
months in the history of this country.
The United States flag is one of the
oldest of the national standards of the
world. The flag was first authorized
by Congress June 14,1777, making
our flag 205 years old.
The eagle also had a Birthday as
being our National Symbol on Sunday
June 20. The Eagle became our symbol In 1762. So Happy Birthday to our
Letters to the
Write a Letter .
editor are welcomed and encouraged All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be publishAddress correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger ig
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Symbol which now is 200 years old.
Then there is no other American
Holiday that compares with July 4,
1982. It is a unique holiday that fills
Americans with the true spirit of
Americanism. So Happy Birthday
America,on this 206th year.
"God Bless America" and I'm sure
many churches will sing out the
"Star Spangled Banner," as the last
stanza spells out the words that is in
the heart': of all 4 us on this July 4.
"0! Thus be it ever, when free men
shall stand. Between their loved
homes and the war's desolation.
Blest with victory and peace, may
the heaven-rescued land. Praise the
power that hath made and preserved
us a nation. Then conquer we must,
when our cause is just. And this be
our motto. ''In God We Trust." And
the Star Spangled Banner in triumph
shall wave. O'er the land of the free
and the home of the brave.
History has proven that Americans
truly do rally around the Stars and
Stripes, as it is the symbol of the
greatest Nati
tzei on Earth. Let us be
e thing. The spirit of
assured of
ugh unity prevailed in
strength
our early days of History; or thus
would be no United States today. This
spirit still and will prevail as we
observe our 206th birthday July 4.
1962.
we
esaU
free
ures
, inugalth
co lla
l the strength
tintue
natog beess
that is ours, through unity, and
togetherness we now enjoy under
"Old Glory." The colors of the flag
are therefore explained. The Red la
for Valor, Zeal and fervency. The
White,for hope, purity, cleanliness of .,
4

life and conduct. The Blue, the color
of Heaven, for reverence to God,
Loyalty, Sincerity, Justice and
Truth.
The Love of God and Country,
along with Patriotism, do exist more
in America then in any Country in the
world. So let's all go to the church of
our choice July 4, and thank God for
America, along with his compassion.
Alex Pall Publicity Chairman
Disabled American Veterans
( D.A.V.)
Murray Chapter No. 50
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Rosemary Lomb named winner of award by Jaycees
Rosemary Lamb, to receive the MadisonMadisonville ville Jaycee's Officer of
Patrolwoman, has the Quarter Award.
become the first woman
Ms. Lamb is the
daughter of Bill Lamb
and Dorothy Lamb of
Murray.
The award, which has
been given 13 times since
IT KNOWS
it was begun in 1978,
WHAT
"gives recognition to the
SCARES
YOU
police officers," acPOLTERGEISTm

cording to Jaycee
Wendell Smith who made
the presentation to Ms.
Lamb at Madisonville City Hall.
In his recommendation
letter, Madisonville
Police Chief J.E. Bowlea
said, •'Officer Lamb's
performance of duty has
always been acceptable,
requiring very little
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supervision. She willingly
follows orders of
superiors and her appearance in uniform is
always neat and correct.''
A Madisonville police
officer for the past four
years, Ms. Lamb
graduated second in a
class of 21 at the Police
Basic Training Academy
at Easten Kentucky
University in 1978. She
had an overall grade of
44.8.
A native of Cadiz, Ms.
Lamb attended Calloway
County High School and
obtained a Bachelor of
Science degree in
sociology and
criminology from Murray State University in
1977.
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Calloway County
Genealogical Society met
at Dakota Feed and
Grain for a luncheon and
election of officers.
They are Mrs. John A.
Nance, president and
treasurer; Mrs. James
Byrn, first vice president; Mrs. John Livesay,
secretary and publicity;
Mrs. Carl Lockhart and
Mrs. Clifton Key,
membership.
Members reported on
the number of books of
"Family Records of
Calloway County and Adjoining Counties" sold.
These records have been
collected over several
years and published as
received from family
members. These touch
upon practically every
resident of the counties.
A few books are still
available and can be purchased from any of the officers listed above or call
Mrs. Nance,753-2566.

The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Miss Patti Jo Baldree of
Melber and Rodney Kent
Taylor of South Fulton,
Tenn., has been announced.
Parents of Miss
Baldree are Mr. and Mrs.
I.G. Baldree of Melber.
Mr. Taylor is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Taylor of South Fulton,
Tenn.
Grandparents of the
bride-elect are the late
Mr. and Mrs. Beadles
Baldree of Melber and
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Throginorton of
Kevil.
Miss Baldree
graduated from Lowes
High School and from
Murray State University
with a bachelor of science
degree in Computer
Systems Management.
Currently she is
employed by Murray
State University as a
computer programmer.
Employed by WENK
Radio in Union City,
Tenn., the groom-elect is
a senior at University of
Tennessee at Martin. He
graduated from South
Fulton High School.
His grandparents are
Mrs. Mary Rose King and
Patti Jo Baldree
the late J.D. King of
Fulton and the late Mr.
to marry Rodney Kent Taylor
and Mrs. Roy Taylor of Saturday, July 31, at 8:30 Rev. Mike
Canner of
All friends and
Union City.
p.m. at the Baptist Knoxville, Tenn., will of- relatives
are invited to atThe wedding will be Church of Melber. The ficiate.
tend.

datebook

Gospel group will meet

Church picnic Saturday

Ladies Full Gospel Fellowship of MurrayCalloway Court will meet Saturday, July 3, for a
breakfast at 9 a.m. at Triangle Inn. This meeting
will be an informal sharing time with any person
desiring telling of what Christ's love and acceptance has accomplished in their life, a group
spokesman said.

An all-church picnic for First Baptist Church will
be Saturday, July 3, from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Grayson McClure, Panorama
Shores. Each one is to bring a basket lunch, utensils
and lawn chairs. Drinks and plates will be furnished.

MURRAY'S FINEST
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Camera club will not meet
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will
not
meet Monday, July 5, because of the
Independence
Day holiday observance, according to Hazel
Crenshaw,secretary.

Marlow enters program
Maj. Stephen W. Marlow, son of Richard L. and
Pauline 0. Marlow, Rt. 4, Benton, has entered the
Air Force Institute of Technology program to study
fora master's degree.
Located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, AFIT provides accredited graduate-level
TERESA RAGSDALE, resident education for selected Air Force memers
daughter of Mrs. Anna M. in the sciences, engineering, technology, manageRagsdale and the late ment and related fields. His
wife, Dorothy, is the
Albert Ragsdale, has daughter of Ellwood
M. and V. Hill of Royal Oak,
been named a 1982 winner
Mich.
by United States Achievement Academy in fields
of business education and
Stephan Anthony Tharpe, son of Willie and Annie
English. She was
nominated by Brenda Nix Tharpe, 217 Spruce St., Murray, recently has been
and Linda Coleman, appointed Special Agent with Norfolk/Southern
teachers at Calloway Railway Corp. in Louisville. He formerly was
County High School. She employed with Kentucky and Indiana Railway as a
is the granddaughter of detective.
A graduate of Murray High School, Tharpe atMr. and :Mrs. Golden
Ragsdale and the late Mr. tended Murray State University before entering the
and Mrs. Fred Dilday._
service where he achieved the rank of ser eant.
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Want To Hear Some Good News

All China, Pottery, Crystal, Gifts
and Silver and Stainless Flatware

20

% OFF

Close Out On Several
Patterns Of Crystal $

200

Reg. $12 Each NOW

.$

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Baldree-Taylor wedding to be July 31

•
'707
FILM BANNED
"The Wild Ones," a 1954 film starring Marlon
Brando as one of a gang of motorcyclists who terrorize a small American town, was banned by the
British Board of Film Censors and was not approved for viewing in Britain until 1967.

Cherpys

Ger

each

TWI

We're tired of competitions claim of having a boat
almost as good as a Harris Flote-Bote so we're offering a
Harris built pontoon under the name Sandpiper at a price so
low that you can't afford to fool with any off brand pontoon
boats.

FlokBoti

nos

The Most Versatile
Boat You Can
Buy.

0.1•00
Still
featuring
the beautiful
Silver Anniversary
Edition as well as others in stock.

A
daughter of Glen and
Marlene Beach, has been
named a 1982 winner by
United States Achievement Academy in the
field of English. She was
nominated by Linda Coleman, teacher at
Calloway County High
School. She is the granddaughter of Ralph and
Goldie Edwards and 011is
Beach and the late Nettie

NWa

DOWNT

CHEYNUT

Don McClure.

Grayson McClure

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL. INC.

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Take 94 East out of Murray 2 miles Turn right on 260
Follow 260 for 7 miles post Nonner's Grocery Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign'
Turn right then left and you hove a•rived

Phones 502 436-5483 or 753-48 7

LISA FAY HALE,
daughter of Dwayne and
Janice Hale, has been
named a 1982 winner by
United States Achievewelt Acadesay in the
field of Englialt She was
nominated by Sue
Adams, teacher at
Calloway County High
School. She la the granddaughter of Hubert and
Clara Hassell and
Virginia Hale,
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Abby prints column about living with illness

Genoble-Goodridge wedding planned

& Times

/y31

The engagement of
Miss Susan Lynn Genoble
and Richard Dwayne
Goodridge has been announced.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudolph J. Genoble, 9586
Portside Dr., Seminole,
Fla.
She is a graduate of
Seminole High School and
presently is attending St.
Petersburg Junior College where she is majoring in pre-school education.
Miss Genoble is
employed as a teacher at
Countryside Montessori
Pre-School, Largo, Fla.
The groom-elect is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert W. Goodridge,
13667 Serena Drive,
Largo, formerly of Murray. •
A graduate of Salisaw
High School, he attended
St. Petersburg Junior
College and Murray State
University.
Mr. Goodridge presently is employed at Cainpanella's Italian
Ristorante.
The wedding is planned
for Saturday, March 5,
1983, at St. Jerome's
Catholic Church, Largo,
Fla.

Susan Lynn Genoble
to marry Richard Dwayne Goodridge

Local UDC chapter elects officers

ends and
invited to at-

The J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy had its last
meeting of the summer
season at the home of
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
West Main Street.
Elected officers to start
in September were installed by Mrs. W.Z.
Carter, long time
member of the chapter.
Officers are Mrs.
William Major, president; Mrs. John J.
Livesay, vice president;
Dr. Helene Visher, second vice president; Mrs.
Darrell Mitchell, third
vice president; Mrs. N.A.

day

:hurch will
p.m. at the
Panorama
ch, utensils
be furnishmeet

ub will not
iependence
laze! Cren-

ram

ard L. and
!ntered the
m to study

Ezell, secretary; Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn,
treasurer; Mrs. Fred
Gingles, registrar; Dr.
Mildred Hatcher,
historian; Mrs. Ed Davis,
chaplain.
Mrs. Livesay gave a
report on the recent
board meeting of the
Cradle of Jefferson Davis
District at Holiday Inn,
Murray.
Miss Clara Scott, president of the Kentucky
Division, gave many interesting reports on UDC
activities in all the states
as well as in France,
Mexico and the Argentina
Chapter, and of

New Concord Club
elects new officers

irce Base,
bate-level
memers
r, managethy, is the
loyal Oak,

The New Concord
Homemakers Club met
June 2 at MurrayCalloway County Park.
Officers elected for
1982-83 club year were
Nelda Cook, president;
Millie Graves, vice president; Ruth Harrison,
secretary-treasurer.
Hazel Manley gave the
devotion. Berline Lovins
read the thought for the

post

and Annie
r has been
./Southern
ierly was
ilway as a

month,"Happiness is not
a station which you arrive, but a way of traveling.
Presiding was Mrs.
Cook, president. Effie
Edwards, secretarytreasurer, gave reports.

memorials patriotic and
especially education.
The president said
many scholarship grants
have been awarded with
four to students at Murray State University.
Mrs. Vaughn read an
invitation to attend activities at Fairview in
June to honor Jefferson
Davis.

A dessert course was
served by Mrs. Vaughn.
Present were Mrs. W.Z.
Carter, Mrs. N.A. Ezell,
Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs.
John F. Livesay, Mrs.
William Major, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher and Dr.
Helene Visher, members,
and Mrs. Buron Jeffrey,
guest.

DEAR ABBY: Some
tune,age you published
soniandsollhatl= me
1
lea
u=ddisilifths had cancer •
Please, pious* rum it
again. It's advice to pauents on how to live with
a terminal illness.
I showed it to my doctor, and he thought so
much of it, he had copies
run off to give to some of
his patients. Thank you.
D.J.IN IOWA
DEAR D. J.: It's "How
to Live With Illness" by
Orville Kelly:
1. Talk about the 11Innis. If it's cancer,call it
can. You can't make
life normal again by trying to hide what is wrong.
2. Accept death as a
part of life. It is!
3. Consider each day as
another day of life, a gift
from God to be enjoyed as
fully as possible.
4. Realize that life is
never going to be perfect.
It wasn't before, and it
won't be now.
5. Pray! It isn't a sign
of weakness, it's a sign of
strength.
6. Learn to live with
your illness instead of
considering yourself dying from it. We are all dying in some manner.
7. Put your friends and
relatives at ease. If you
don't want pity, don't ask
for it.
8. Make all practical
arrangements
for
funerals, wills, etc., and
make certain your family
understands them.
9. Set new goals;
realize your limitations.
Sometimes the simple
things of life become the
most enjoyable.
10. Discuss your problems with your family.
Include the children if
possible. After all, your
problem is not an individual one.
Have
a
good
day...make it count.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am a
nice-looking, 28-year-old
divorced woman. I have
no trouble getting dates,

but my problem is that
every man I date runs to
the nearest exit when I
tell him I have three kids.
I do not hide the fact
that
I
have
three
children My oldest is 9
and my youngest is 2.
They are well-behaved
and well-mannered and I
am not ashamed of them.
In fact, I am proud of
them.
The last four men I
dated seemed interested
in me — until I told them I
had three children. After
that I never heard from
them again. I haven't
dated anyone in nine
months because I don't
want to be hurt again.
What can a mother who
loves her children do?
NOT DATING

SIPIORTS
WE'RE HAVING A

SUMMER SALE
Bro. Harry Yates will be guest speaker at the
revival service at the West Fork Baptist
Church, located on 121 N. near Stella. Starting
Sunday night July 4th at 7:30
through July 10th
Bro. Yates is
pastor of the Farmington Baptist Church.
Alvin Usrey will be the song leader for the
service . with special singing each evening.
Tuesday night will be youth night. Brenda
Wyatt-Pianist and Janet Arnold-Orgonist

DRESSES
Regularly 50 00 to 90.00 Values

WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
RT. 1 MURRAY

299°
5990
TO

\ FRIDAYS

Sale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.

I/3.1/2

8;Fa0
OFF

Children's Summer Fashions

FAMOUS NAME

BRAS
Regular

All Sales Final - Exchanges where passible
Open 9 6 Mon •Sat., Fri. 9 to 8

1

"ArlIV
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As Sht

AI/A II A 1,11

Children s eshoons

step Qiecader
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nV

CO"r.'

Values

199
V

ialr7he

3sns,

Free Admission At 7.30 p.m.

REVIVAL

The next meeting will
be Wednesday, Sept. 8, at
11 a.m. in the home of Sally Livesay.

,

By Abigail Von Buren
•••
Getting
married?
Whether you want a formal church wedding or a
simple,
"do-your-ownthing" ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1
plus
a
long, selfaddressed, stamped (77
cents) envelope to: Abby,
Wedding Rootlet, P.O.
Hollywood,
Box
Calif. 90038.

Blackwood Brothers in Concert
Friday Evening July 2, 1982
at Murray State University
in Lovett Auditorium.

Summer Clearance
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DEAR NOT DATING :
Look
into
Parents
Without Partners. You
will meet other single
parents who also love
their children. Don't
waste your time worrying
about than who ran for
the eserem mit when
they learned you had
three kids. Too bad they
weren't aware that some
of the best deals are
"package deals." It's
their loss.
•••
CONFIDENTIAL TO
CHARLIE IN WILMINGTON, DEL: Samuel
Johnson said, "Every
animal revenges his
pains upon those who
happen to be near " Man
Is no exception.

099
TO

Ar

SWIMSUITS

SPORTSWEAR
Regolor 18 00 to 70 00 Values

NOW 113 OFF

SHOE SALE
Regular 18 03 to 65 00 Values

I/ iv
)7-14 1,,13 72

OFF

PACE 7 1 II r
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TIRIES. Thiunarlay. Jul. I. I9M2
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Coming community events listed
Thursday,July 1
Thursday, July 1
Calloway County Claw p.m. at First ChitsUa9Boosters will meet at 7 Church.
7
p.m in choir room of
First Baptist
Calloway County High
Workers Rally will be at
School
- ----6 p m at churc
Murray Women of the
Murray Civitan Club
Moose will Med at p m
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
at lodge hall.
Joe's Restaurant.
Front Porch Swing is
Fritha7,Taly 2
scheduled to rehearse at 7
"Gourmet Cabaret"

July's Special
,

8-5 Mon.-hi.
Tess.-Oesad
Than. II•9 p.m.
Set. I-i? Noes

Special

20% Off
Already
Discoisated
Price

Perms (Top Breads)
"
Now Only $20
Margie Garlood (Waldrop) wants to thank every***
for making her new tinniness Hie sewn,that it is, by
celebrating the month of holy with Booming Special.
She she proudly announces Mrs. Jolene Wyatt of it.
I, Kirksey will he working with her.
Reg. Prices (Coal Se Beat)
Penns
$25.00
Shenipeo sod Set
$5.00
Men's Blow Dry sad Cat
$1.00
Women's Blow Dry mid Cats
$9.00
Children (11 and ender)
$4.00
Nair Cat Only (No Styling No Drying)
$5.00
Phone For Appointnaart 753-5 95

The Hair Hut
Corner of Sycamore 8. S. 4th St.

Come In To See...
We're Opening Our
Door For A Big
Sale.

Saturday, July 3
TridaYi AO 2
will be presented by CoinSquare and round dancmunIty Theatre at trig will be at 7311 p.m in
Playhouse in the Park at Woodmen of the World
Murray-Calloway County Hall.
Part at 1 p.m For la-Ladis Full Gospel
formation call 759-1752.
Fellowship of MurrayHazel and Douglas Calloway Court will have
Centers will be open from a breakfast at 9 a.m. at
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for sc. Triangle Inn.
tivities by Senior
Calloway County High
Citizens.
School Class of 1962 will
Lynn Grove High have a 20-year reunion at
School graduating Kenlake Hotel at 7 p.m.
classes of 1932 and 1933
Second night of
will have a reunion in
Mississippi Room of "Gourmet Cabaret" will
ComUniversity Center, Mur- be presented by
munity Theatre at 8 p.m.
ray State University.
in Playhouse in the Park,
Social hour will start at 8
Murray-Calloway County
p.m. with dinner at 7 p.m. Park.
For information
Twilight golf with Mr. call 759-1752.
and Mrs. Raz Villanova
as chairmen will be at
Guys and Gals Tennis
5:30 p.m. at Murray Tournament with Gary
Country Club.
Haverstock and Rob
Williams as chairmen
Oaks Country Club will will start at 9 a.m. at
have twilight golf at 5:30 Murray Country Club.
p.m.
First Baptist Church
Youth of First Baptist picnic will be from 2:30 to
Church will leave at 7 5:30 p.m. at home of Mr.
p.m. for trip to Opryland, and Mrs. Grayson McNashville.
Clure,Panorama Shores.
Memorial Baptist
Church Puppeteers will
present a program at
Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, at
8:30 p.m.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Summer Fishing
Opportunities at 2 p.m.
and Fishing Techniques
On the Lake at 7:30 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
Open horse show will be Center; Muzzle Load and
at 7:30 p.m. at Henry Shoot at The HomeplaceCounty Fairgrounds, 1850 Interpretive Center
Paris, Tenn.
at 2 p.m.

Greater Paducah Area
Sunday,July 4
Chapter of Parents
Events in Land BetWithout Partners will ween the Lakes will inmeet 8 p.m. at American clude The -Golden Bass"
Legion Hall, Paducah.
from 1 to 4 p.m. and Our
National Bird at 2 p.m. at
Saturday, July 3
Woodlands Nature Center
Alcoholics Anonymous and Skyworks at 7 and 8
will meet at 8 p.m. in p.m. at Golden Pond
western portion of Visitors Center.
Livestock and Exposition
Third night of
Center.
•'Gourmet Cabaret" will
be at 8 p.m. by Community Theatre in Playhouse
in the Park, MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call 7591752.

Mansfield-Proffitt vows said
Miss Dana Rhea
Mansfield, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R.
Mansfield of Murray, was
married to Dayid Ray
Proffitt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dolmas Proffitt of
Glasgow.
The double ring
ceremony was on Friday,
June 4, at 7:30 p.m. at the
First Baptist Church. The
Rev. G.T. Moody officiated.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Richard Jones, organist,
and Mrs. Charles T.
Elder, Princeton,
vocalist.
The vows were said
before the altar
decorated with brass
candelabra and marble
urns of magnolias.
The bride
The bride was escorted
by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a gown of
candlelight tiffany jersey
knit with Queen Anne
neckline, bodice molded
in chantilly lace with seed
pearls, bishop sleeves of
sheer chiffonet inserts
with chantilly lace trim,
and an a-line skirt with
chapel train bordered in
silk floss venise lace.
The headpiece of waltz
length candlelight illusion with matching lace
motifs was attached to a
Juliet venise lace cap.
She carried a cascade of
gardenias and
stephanotis.
Mrs. Brenda
Mansfield, sister-in-law
of the bride, was matron
of honor. Bridesmaids
were Kathy Harberson,
Frankfort, Sherry
Mayfield, Owensboro,
and Lori Pryor, Mayfield.
The attendants wore
gowns of cream taffeta
and overlay of chiffon
with blue flowers. They
carried long stem blue
silk roses trimmed with
silk ivy.
Miss Vicki Rowland,
cousin of the bride, was
flower girl. She wore a
gown of cream chiffon
and lace trimmed with

a piness Place
'....-:,..171104
. Story
&
-7
Sk
753-4567
We're happy to
announce that
Pam Johnson,
bride-elect of Bob
iWrinkle, has
\chosen her
decorating accessories from our
gallery of gifts.
Pam and Bob will
be married July
1.

Mr. and Mrs. David Roy Proffitt

blue velvet.
Jim Stanley of Calvert
City was best man.
Groomsmen were Greg
Mansfield, brother of the
bride, Murray, and Bill
Finley and Barry Brann,
Bowling Green.
Ushers were John Proffitt, brother of the groom,
Glasgow, and Patrick
Rowland, cousin of the
bride, Murray.
Jason Veach, cousin of
the groom, Bowling
Green, was ring bearer.
The men in the wedding
party., were, attired in
black full dress tuxedoes.
Miss Denita Nall, Benton, presided at the guest
register.
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Joe
Dyer,aunt of the bride.
Reception
The reception was in
the Community Room of
the North Bratnch of the
Peoples' Bank.\,
Serving the guests were
Gena Lovett, Mary Lindsey, Murray, Gem Francis, Elkton, and Gill Giordano, Princeton.
The reception was

directed by Mrs. Joe
Rowland, aunt of the
bride.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding
trip to St. Louis, Mo.
They now are residing
in Bowling Green. The
bride is employed at
Bowling Green Bank and
Trust Company, and the
groom is associated with
Bill Finley, Architect.
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Delmas
Proffitt, parents of the
groom, were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner at Seven
Seas Restaurant on June
3. The couple presented
gifts to their attendants.
Bridesmaids luncheon
Mrs. Charles T. Elder,
Mrs. Brad P'Poole and
Miss Elisa Elder were

hostesses for the
bridesmaids luncheon on
June 3 at the Elder home
in Princeton. Covers
were laid for 14 persons.
Bridal events
A miscellaneous
shower was given in
honor of the bride by
sisters of Alpha Gamma
Delta in their sorority
room at Murray State
University.
Mrs. Fred Wells, Mrs.
Bill Redick, Mrs. Joe
Dyer and Mrs. Joe
Rowland were hosts for a
tea in Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church.
Mary Lindsey, Gem
Lovett and Mrs. Greg
Mansfield were hostesses
for a personal shower at
the Mansfield home.

Health insurance costs high
The nation's private It says this was more
health insuring organiza- than four times the
tions paid out $70 billion amount paid 10 years
in benefits in 1980, a 17.8 earlier. The increase was
percent increase over due mainly to rising
1979, according to the medical-care costs, exHealth Insurance pension of benefits and
Association of America. higher utilization.
Nampa

THE MOVIE STORE

iscount
_.,,Factory
Shoes

— Videocassette Rentals —
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

We are Open
Sunday 1-6
for your shopping
convenience.

901-644-1 003

*SUPER VALUE*
The Diet Center Program

FULL PRICE!
NON, OVEA 1,500 LOCATIONS L1 S & CANADA

)
Rubber Bock

Sandals
.
. 7.., $595
"G,..F.
New Shipment
Ladies Leather

Pro Keds

$24
Wook Boots

533

Men's Lace Up 8"

Work Boots

$25

Before you start any diet,

14ew Shipment
name brand Ladies

•COMPARE!•

Shoes
$895

\

Men's Boots
Acme Dingo Levi,
Texas, Durango

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!

Sizes 61
/
2 - 13

Men's Dress &
Casual Shoes

$1 4-$1 6-$1 8

Bata leather$2 Ladies $1
j Famolare
Turf Shoe
Men's Tennis 5 oes

Diet Center offers the most successful
franchise weight-loss program in the nation,
but that doesn't mean that we're the most
expensive. On the contrary, our program is
priced fairly and costs less than many other
programs, even when they are offered at half
price, When you decide to kiee weight,
compare. Take the time to get the facts before
you make your decision. If you do, we're
confident that you will select Diet Center.
Our program is fast, safe and affordable!

995

25

$

nnobthat at• ol rea•8.. en be •ossnened wool pe batent0030,T5 or
•••••a •••••••
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IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW.

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020

Jortiocho, Boo Loather
Kologoroo Loather g Pony Loath*,
16th & Main

753-9419

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Sun. 1-6

Mos.-Fri. 11-53
Sat. 10-2

12 CI CT
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Historic Murray homes on Poplar,Olive Streets described
Dr Hugh M. McElrath,
longtime dentist and local
historian, delightfully
describes every brick
house in Murray at the
turn of the century, in his
book Dr. McElrath's
Murray but only the
Diuguid home at 605 Main
St. remains.
This article entitled "A
Baker's Dozen or Twelve
Plus One", as well as a
number of other articles,
originally appeared in the
Murray Ledger & Times.
Dr. McElrath's Murray
was published in 1964 by
his children, Hugh
Thomas, Miriam, Mary
Frances and William,
later in that year after
their parents were killed
in an automobile accident
Holland-Randolph House
On Poplar Street, between 5th and 6th Streets,
is a triad of multi-storied
houses in a row and, probably, all date from the
early 1900s.
Nearest 6th Street is
the house built by Emmanuel Gibson Holland,
grandfather of Preston
Holland, retired teacher
and coach at Murray
High School. This house
has three floors, plus an
attic, with an entry porch
and, above it, a porch on
the second floor.
After Mr. E.G.
Holland's death, his
widow remained in the
house and their daughter
Mamye Holland Randolph and her daughter
Ann Elizabeth moved to
Murray to live with Mrs.
Holland. In time, the
house was inherited by
Mrs. Randolph and
Preston went to live with
her after his father's
death and his home on
Maple Street across from
the Methodist Church
was torn down. At her
death, the house was willed jointly to her daughter
Ann Elizabeth and to her
nephew Preston, who
later bought his cousin's
share of the house. Some
apartments have been
made of portions of the
house.
It is interesting that
this house has always
been owned by the
Holland family and
Preston is the owneroccupant.
Barnett-Love House
The center house of this
trio was built by George
Aycock and is at 503
Poplar St. The name of
the original owner— N.B.
Barnett — is imprinted in
the concrete sidewalk. He
owned the famous pear
orchard off Sycamore
Street which was often
'raided by students. His
daughters Adrian
Barnett McCree and the
late Maud Barnett
Schmidt gave the land on
which the Murray
Woman's Club is built.
Hunter and Winnie
Love purchased this
house in 1942 from Ethel
Thornton Ward's mother
who apparently had
bought the house some
years earlier in a settlement of the Barnett
estate.
This house follows the
architectural pattern we
have noted in other Murray homes of the period.
It has a cupola and a
porch leading from the
front to a side entrance.
From the reception area
stairs, broken by a landing, lead to the second is
the parlor which boasts a
beautiful stained glass
window as does one of the
rooms upstairs. Behind
this parlor is a bedroom

and on the back an
CiriOlnal parch haa been
converted to a "dark
room" for developing
film.
Speaking of a "dark
room" brings to mind
that most of the early
families in town and
county have in their
possession family
photographs on whose
frames is stamped
"LOVE STUDIO." This
photography business
was begun by W.G. Love,
Hunter's father, who first
posed customers on the
courthouse lawn before
he bought the studio on
North Fourth Street from
R.A. Myers. The family
home, where Hunter was
born, was located just
north of the studio — both
were north of the old
Ledger & Times building.
The only child of Flora
Sale and W.G. Love was
Hunter whom I interviewed several weeks before
his death on New Years
Day, 1982. His mind
overflowed with
memories of growing up
in Murray and he has
written the story of his
life which his widow is
now having typed. His
father died when he was
nine years old and with
his mother's death, he
was orphaned at age
nineteen.
Hunter graduated from
Union University,
Jackson, Term., in 1923
and soon found himself
following in his father's
footsteps in the field of
photography and his interest intensified by a
book on the subject which
chanced to fall into his
hands.
In those days it was
hard to make a living being a photographer but
Hunter did work short
stints with established
studios in McMinnville,
Tenn. and in Columbia,
Tenn. It was in the latter
place that he saw a comely maiden pass his place
of business and later he
was delighted to see her
at church. After walking
her home on several Sunday evenings, and
perhaps dates on other
occasions, he popped the
question and Winnie
Walters became Mrs.
Hunter Love.
The Loves established
themselves in Murray In
1932 and Winnie's grandparents, who had raised
her after she was orphaned at five years of age,
also moved to Murray
later. Children of the
Loves are Jimmy who
lives in Huntsville, Ala.,
Elsie Love Thurman and
Joan Love Bowker.
Robertson-Holton House
The third of the old
side-by side houses is at
501 Poplar St. It was
built, probably in the
1890s, for K. Robertson
who was a former
postmaster, and his wife.
Here their children
Edgar, Verna, Biscoe and
Miller grew up.
About 1946 Hunter Love
bought the house from
Mr. Robertson's widow
who had married a Mr.
Lassiter. The Loves let
the eleven-foot ceilings
remain but they changed
some partitions and
enclosed an upstairs
porch when part of the
house was converted to
apartments.
In 1950 Henry and
Marie Holton bought the
house from the Loves. At
that time the Holtons had
need of a large home as
they had two children
Mike and Pat and both of

their mothers lived with
than. Up to-this-time, the
house had been heated
with grates but the
Holtons installed a
heating system in 1951.
They also added an apartment to the east for
Marie's mother. They
removed linoleum from
the floors and got a
bucket of tacks in the process. There was a well in
the backyard which the
Holtons filled in and over
they made a carport.
Wallis-Kimbro House
Rev. and Mrs.
Jonathan Kimbro live at
811 Olive St. in a house
which they bought from
Gingles and Juliet Wallis
who had lived there about
five years when their
daughter Carolyn was
small. This house
originally was across the
street on a lot available.
However, they could not
build their planned home
until materials.became
available after World
War II ended in 1946. This
house probably dates
from the early part of the
century.
McElrath-HurtPool House
The bungalow at 807
Olive St. was built by
Wallace McElrath,
grocer, and his wife in
1923. It has one bedroom
downstairs and three
upstairs and 11
/
2 baths.
Subsequent owners were
Max and Mavis Hurt who
sold to Kirk and Ruby
Pool and she resides
there now.
The big oak tree in the
side yard was a favorite
with Marjorie and Robert
and neighborhood
children as they built a
"house" among its branches. The driveway
around the canna bed
provided a good skating
area too.
Dulaney-SwannBailey House
The house at 806 Olive
St. was built in the teens
or 20s for Jim Dulaney
and family who lived
there a number of years.
The next owner occupants were Warren
and Gray Gatlin Swann
who lived there just prior
to moving in the early 40s
to their new, impressive
Colonial-style mansion on
Main St. which only
recently was torn down.
The Swanns sold the
Olive St. in 1942 house to
H.B. and Ora Bailey who
operated a jewelry store
on the square for some 40
years.
For 10 years prior to
buying this house, the
Baileys had lived in an
apartment over their
store. Earlier they had
lived at 902 Olive St. in a
house built by Thomas
Hughes, lumber dealer,
which they purchased in
1928 from Mrs. J.B. Hay,
mother of Virginia Hay,
Frances Hay Bergman
and grandmother of
Mary Virginia Diuguid
Hall.
Bishop-Pitman House
One of the most interesting old homes is at
507 Olive St. — and did
you know this street was
once named Water St.?
C.A. Bishop, his wife,
and children Maryleona
and Jimmy lived there
many years and it was
from this family that
W.J. and Martha Pitman
bought the house in 1946.
Knowledge of the early
days of this house has
come to the Pitmans
from early citizens, including his mother. The
late Jesse Wallis told him
the house was built in

either 1892 or 1886 and the
Isle Capp* Beale talked
to him about the wellhouse in the rear and the
"dog-trot" arrangement
of the original plan. The
house originally was split
from front to back by a
long hall which had a
door at either end. W.J.
now regrets removing instead of renovating the
ample front porch but
then he did not know that
no structural changes
should be made in old
houses.
It seems the house was
built by Herman
Graham,father of Rebecca Graham Carney now
of Paducah. The next
owner was Ewin Haley
who had a livery stable
across the creek at the
back of the property and
from it watered his
horses. Another function
of the creek was to serve
as the baptismal pool for
the "saved" members of
the Christian Church.
James Rudy Allbritten
remembers fishing in
that creek as a child as he
lived on nearby Walnut
St. He was a son of Rudy
Allbritten who operated
-Rudy's", a restaurant
on the square, for many
years.
Holton-Terhune House
There are several interesting, old houses in
the 800 block of Olive St.
In 1913 Campbell Holt
was the contractor for a
very well-built house at
804 Olive St. For many
years it was the home of
Diltz and Juliet Holton
and their daughters Hattie Laura, Roberta, Anna
Diltz and Juliet.
The house has a porch
across the front which
continues on the east side
to the Music Room where
many a Murray
youngster took music
lessons from -Miss
Juliet." Other downstairs
rooms are a living room,
dining room, kitchen and
years later a powder

room was made out of the
pantry: Upstairs there
are four bedrooms including an enclosed
sleeping porch. It has
three fireplaces indicating that the central
heating system was added some years later.
Russell Terhune,
retired professor of
music at Murray State
University, came to Murray from Indianapolis in
1999. In 1961 he purchased
the Holton home from the
estate, kept it in good
repari and enhanced its
appearance by painting it
a soft shade of gray.
Griffin-Carter House
The white frame house
at 800 Olive St. was
originally owned by Mr.
Mike Griffin who came
here from France to
represent the Italian
Tobacco Co. Its present
owner is Gerald Carter,
photographer, who
bought the house in 1967
from Ronald Huffman,an
insurance salesman.
However, Penn Roberts,
florist, lived there from
the late 20s to the 60s and
built the florist shop in
the back.
The house was begun in
1911 and it was two years
in the building. Originally, there were four
bedrooms upstairs and
one downstairs, the latter
now made into a family
room. There are three
fireplaces downstairs and
two upstairs indicating
the house was not built
with central heating. In
1930, a new heating
system replaced an old
one which had been installed years earlier.
The solid brick foundation indicated a well-built
house. The stairway,
which goes up from a hall
in the center of the house,
has fancy woodwork. The
walls are plastered, the
beaded ceilings are high
and the walls have
always been papered.
There is a double living

room across the front -the main portion Is 33feet
long and beyond an arch
is a 13 foot -sitting
room " A circular group
of windows in the living
room look out on the curved porch. Mr. Carter
believes the north section
of the house was added
after the original construction
There is reason to

believe that this house
was among the first to be
built in this block of Olive
St as this house has an
easement of 20 feet and it
is believed that the other
houses have easements of
25 feet, perhaps indicating a more stringent
rule in effect later.
Mr Carter's father was
Methodist preacher
which meant he lived in

several towns in different
states and he attended 9
schools in 12 towns he lived in He came to Murray
in 1962 to attend Murray
State University and
there met his future wife
who lived in Kirksey.
People sometimes say to
the photographer, "Oh,
you're from Kirksey."
His answer is, "No, that's
my wife."
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ORDI1'4ANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE FIXING THE SALARIES OF
CITY OF MURRAY EMPLOYEES COMMENCING JULY 1,1181.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS .
SECTION 1 .Cortunenctng July 1, 1912, the
salaries of the employment positions within the
City of Murray shall be as set forth in the attached schedule
SECTION 11 Ail ordinances or resolutions in
consistent herewith are hereby rescinded.
ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING ON
THE 24 DAY OF JUNE, 1982.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING ON
THE 28 DAY OF JUNE,1912.
HOLMES ELLLS, MAYOR
ATTEST:
JO CRASS,CITY CLERK
1912SALARY SCHEDULE
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
Sarah Duncan, Deputy Clerk
$10,702
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Steven Zea, Resident Planner
$22,400
Phillip J. Owens,Fire Marshal
14,088
'One-half of the Resident Planner's salary
comes from Community Development Funds
and other grants.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Jerry Lee, Chief
$18,549
Martin Wells, Captain
14,328
Ed Knight, Captain
14,328
Dale Spann,Captain
14,328
John T. Phillips, Captain.
14,328
Dan Kelly,Sergeant
13,336
George King,Sergeant
13,336
Bill McDougal,Sergeant
13,336
Larry Elkins,Sergeant
13,336
Charles Peeler, Sergeant
13,336
Jimmie Armstrong,Police Officer
12,730
William Conon, Police Officer
12,730
James Pridemore, Police Officer
12,730
David Coker, Police Officer
12,730
Dean Alexander, Police Officer
12,730
David Smith,Police Officer
12,730
Robert Holmes, Police Officer
12,730
Rickey Latimer, Police Officer
12,730
Gary Overbey, Police Officer
12,730
Teresa Farr, police Officer
12,730
Ed Hobbs, Police Officer
12,730

T
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Billy Joe Parker, Dispatcher
10.30v
Russell Outland,DUpatcher
10.300
Ted
10,300
Joye Mills,
Control/Animal
Warden
10,644
Part-Tune
14.120 Hr.

Hale,Dispatcher
. ...4
Parking
Secretary
FIRE DEPARTMENT
James Hornbuctrie. Chief
Clayton Gartand.

$18,549
-AINUCKef
Ronnie Gardner. Asst. Chief
14,088
Joe Allbritten, Asst.
14,048
Morris PitOrtitt, Captain
13,223
Johnnie Lane. Captain
13,223
Rickey Clark, Captain
13,283
Joe Pat Witherspoon, Captain/Training
Officer
13,723
Pat Scott, Lieutenant
12,767
Frank English, Lieutenant
12,767
James Shropshire, Lieutenant
12,767
James Spann, Firefighter
12,438
Dwight Rutledge,Firefighter
12,438
Harold Hill, Firefighter
12,438
Mike Farley, Firefighter
12,438
Jerry Jones, Firefighter
12,438
Lewis Perry, Firefighter
12,438
Steve Lax Firefighter
12,438
Jerry Atkins, Firefighter
12,438
Artie Haneline,Firefighter
12,438
Jackie Hoke,Firefighter
12,438
Amos McCarty,Firefighter
12,438
Terrell Tidwell, Firefighter
12.438
Jimmie D. Paschall, Firefighter
12,438
Ronnie Barnett, Firefighter
12,438
Brad Haugh, Firefighter
12,438
STREET DEPARTMENT
Butler,Supervisor
$14,500
Roy Knight,Cemetery
12,454
Sam Outland, Night Operator
11,738
Thomas Kirks, Concrete Finisher
10,920
Dale Thorn, Equipment Operator
10,920
Richard Arnold, Laborer
10,691
Thomas Clendenen, Laborer
10,316
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
OFFICE
Jerry Wallace, Superintendent
$19,518
Larry Perkins,Supervisor
13,754
Krista Crass,Secretary/Clerk
10,400
CENTRAL GARAGE
Floyd McClure, Mechanic I
17,953
Fred Herndon, Mechanic!!
15,597
Harold Anderson, Mechanic III
12,619

14,0011

Chief

Robert
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COLLECTION DIVISION
Larry Billington Driver
11,147
J.R.Ilindarson, Driver
11,147
James Barton, Driver
12,147
Marvin Thorn, Driver
11,897
Stanley Hale, Bug/Driver/Swing
12,147
Frank Dowdy, Bug/Swing
11,183
Tim Wood, Bug/Driver/Swing
David Davis, Bug Driver
Carlie Elliott, Bug Driver
11,369
Wendell Pace,Tipper
10,391
Eddie McPherson, Tipper
11,183
Herbert Cochrum, Tipper
11,183
Cletus Blanton, Tipper
10,733
Henry Sanders,Tipper
11,183
Steve Harper, Tipper
11,183
LANDFILL
Tyner Noel, Foreman/Operator
14,441
Robert tlerndon, Operator
14,441
Newmin Grogan, Gateman
10,712
MURRAY MUNICIPAL UTILITIES
FINANCE DIVISION
Jimmy McCuistion, Data Processing
Associate
11,200
Julie Jones, Data Processing Technician 10,150
Sandra McKinney, Office Associate Class
II
11,000
Fay Orr, Office Associate Class I
9,125
Sonya Futrell, Accounting Associate Class
II
11,150
Mitchell Hill, Service Worker Class U
12,848
Chunk Betts,Service Worker Class!
9 750
DIVISION
Tommy Marshall, Director
$14,300
Don Leet, Finance Director
10,529
John Robbins, Foreman/Field Operations 15,305
Larry Robinson, Equip. Operator Class II 11,100
Bobby Hopkins, Equip. Operator Class! 11,050
James Beane, Maintenance Technician
12,024
Gerry Reqoarth,Supervisor Gas Well
Operation
18,514
Bobby Butler, Measurement Technician/
Inspector
13,387
Charles Chilcutt, Office Assoc., Class
III/Purchasing
13,900
John Budgen,Inventory/Maintenance
11,845
Eugene Duffy, Driver/Laborer
9 750
Mike Orten,Crew/Chief
12,630
ADMINISTRATIVE AND ENGINEERING
DIVISION WATER/WASTEWATER
Tommy Marshall, Director
$14,300
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FOR FRIDAY,JULY 2,1982
What had of day will tomer- LEO
row be? To find out what the ) July2ltoAug.33i 6/2414
stars say, read the forecast The social scene has its ups
given for your birth Sign.
and downs. A meeting with a
family member goes well, but
others may be lax about keepARIES
mg appointments.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
There'll be unexpected news VIRGO
%.
from a friend, and you'll ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
receive good advice about a The domestic routine is
financial matter. your interksi_ upset in some way. A change
in work plans may cause a
ty rubs off on others,
subsequent change in plans
TAURUS
for
a family get-together.
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
The incture changes too LIBRA
rapidly to make a serious (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) commitment about a business Plans for the weekend may
matter. A co-worker may be altered in some way. You
may be somewhat stubborn
show signs of jealousy.
nofit- about a partner's request, but
GEMINI
avoid
power plays.
(May 21 to June 20)
Partners are prone to do the SCORPIO
unexpected, and an appoint- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
inent may have to be cancel- You might meet with an
ed. Join an old colleague for a unexpected bargain. Try to
exercise good judgment, if
luncheon date,
,
shopping on the spur of the
CANCER
411113q1q
moment. Don't misplace
June 21 to July 22)
You can safely mix business things.
and pleasure, and your in- SAGITTARIUS
gerauty brings fine dividends. (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Be willing to make changes in You're in an adventurous
mood and want to vary your
your routine,
ordinary routine, but a friend
may display a disapproving
attitude.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19)
Though business colleagues
play their cards close to the
vest,
you may expecnio enjoy
Full replacement value
some sudden insights now.
on your personal belongings. While most
Save time for yourself.
companies give you
AQUARIUS
only the depreciated
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
value, Federal Kemper
You'll be introduced to some
offers you full replaceunusual people today. A friend
ment value, subject to
helpful in business, but don't
is
your deductible and
ask for advice about personal
policy limits. See us for
matters.
a quote on this valuPISCES
able feature.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Distant business interests
prosper, thigh higher-ups
may behave In unlikely ways.
Questions of joint assets need
further scrutiny.
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Bob Nonney
Insurance

Federal IMF
Kemper
Insurance Company

YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive and sympathetic.
You have good insight and
would make a fine counselor,
though fits of temperament
can, at times, interfere with
your success. You need a
creative outlet for your sensitive nature.
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10.5?s
Don Lest, Finance Director
James
Betty Meadows,Office Associate Class H..11.3s8
-10,529
Joyce Gibson, Technical Assistant
CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE DIVISION
WATER/WASTEWATER
Max Barnett, Supervisor Field
Operations _
,.,$18,025
13,912
Construction-Voreman
R.C.
Gene Williams, Crew Chief/Equipment Opr.
13,863
II
10,050
Barry Hill, Drive5/1.ittborer
11,736
James Mahan,ConstrucUpn Assistant
Earl Nors rthy, Crew Chief/Equip Opr
13,196
II
right, Driver/Laborer
9 750
Ke
WATER
John Nolin,Supervisor/Chief Operator.
...$16,995
Ronnie Boyd, Operator/Assistant Chief
11,838
11,593
James Green,Operator
WASTEWATER TREATMENT DIVISION
J.L. Barnett,Supervisor/Chief Operator . $18,025
Bobby Stone, Operator/Assistant Chief . 13,005
Lynn Clark, Operator/Lab Technician
10,950
10,850
Alan Jones, Operator Trainee
Please Note: Annual base salaries do not include
longevity

Kozy Kitten Ca

Food 100 lb. bag Food 10 lb. bag

.16

$460
Purina Cot
The Bell System Yellow Pages
now offers coupons. They're a
great new way to put your
business a cut above the competition. Helping you bring
in new customers. And bring
back old ones.
Businesses like yours across
the South have found Yellow
Pages coupons to be a very successful way to boost sales and
profits. And now tbis terrific
new sales tool is available in
this area.

A special coupon symbol in
your regular Yellow Pages
display ads refers customers to
your coupons at the back of
the phone book. Your coupons
can feature almost any type of
value you'd like to offer. And
they keep on selling for you for
an entire year.
Four out of-five people shop
ahead in the-Yellow Pages, and
your coupons could be the
deciding factor in bringing them
from the Yellow Pages right into

GET YIRLOVI PAGES COUPONS WORKING FOR

your business.Your Bell System
Yellow Pages representative can
help you plan your coupon program and give you other businessbuilding ideas to make a great
ad even better.
Don't miss this terrific opportunity to attract new customers.
When shoppers let
their fingers do the • SEE OUR I
walking,let your cou-IvALugii g
pons do the talking. I. Mat!
In the Bell System;
1004
"
ip;
Yellow Pages.
vs. El at am NO

U. CALL 1 800 292-2263 TODAY.

Chow 10 lb.

$600
$1175

20 lb.

Ectrin Insecticide Cottle Ear Tog no flies keep1
flies away, recommended by

veterneriens.

Buchanan Feed

:RC
X4441•ME:44
753-5378

Industrial Rd.

© South Central Bell

PURINA
(MOWS

Murrfty, Ky.

BES

COPY AVAIL
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Several girls will compete in 1982 Jaycee Fair Queen contest.

fotice

10,529
19,602
11 11,390
10,529
,TVIS1ON

Fifteen of the 37 enIsants for the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen contest at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
.
els/ 411‘
have been announced.
The event to be Friday,
July 9, at 7 p.m. is sponsored by Murray
Woman's Club in
cooperation with MurrayCalloway County
Jaycees, according to
Peggy Billington, contest
Leslie Hopkins
chairman for MWC. The University and study
contestants are spon- business and foreign
sored by a club or room in languages.
their schools.

• Field
_118,025
13,912
.
nent Opr.
13,863
10,050
11,736
uip. Opt.
13,196
9 750

r...$16,995
11,836
1
11,593
;ION
or .618,025
13,005
f
10,950
10,850
not include

Leslie Hopkins, 18, 1602
sycamore St., daughter
of Jerry and Ginni
Hopkins, is a graduate of
Murray High School and
is sponsored by Mark
Etherton's homeroom.
Her interests include
cheerleading, swimming,
golf, class officer, French
club, newspaper and annual staff and gymnastics. She plans to attend Murray State

TeresaHurst

s sponsored by TriAlpha Club Her interests
.1Klude band, Trl

Teresa Hurst, 18, Rt. 2, include basketball, swimHazel, daughter of ming, horseback riding,
Patricia Hurst, is a aiding and softball. She
graduate of Calloway plans to attend Murray
County High School and is State University
Holly Krught, 16, 2102
sponsored by Homeroom
11E. Her interests wielede Edinborough, daughter of
swimming, horseback Mr and Mrs. Richard W
riding and skating. She
plans to attend college to
study to be a nurse
Rhanda G. Key, 18, Rt
5, daughter of Mr. ario
Mrs. Nelson Key, is

Rhanda G. Key
graduate of Calloway
County High School and is
Sponsored by her
homeroom. Her interests

Karen Lewis

y Knight
Knight, will be a senior at
Murray High School and
Is sponsored by Mary Ann
Russell's homeroom. Her
interests include
photography, tennis,
painting, FHA, Tr -Alpha
and school newspaper.
She plans to attend college and major in architecture.

Karen Lewis, 17, Rt. 2,
Covey Drive, daughter of
Mrs. Jean F. Lewis, will
be a senior at Murray
High School and is sponsored by Mary Ann
Russell's homeroom. Her
interests include tennis,
swim team, water skiing
and horseback riding.
She plans to attend college and possibly major
in accounting and go into
law.
Allson Marshall, 16,
1701 Audubon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Marshall, will be a senior
at Murray High School

Alison Marshall
swimming and boating.
She plans to attend Murray State University and
major in Radio-TV Communications.
Shannon McDougal, 16,
Rt. 1, Almo, daughter of
R.J. and Shirley
McDougal, will be a
senior at Calloway County High School and is
sponsored by Homeroom
11E. Her interests include
organ, piano, swimming,
skating, dinging, Beta
Club, Pep Club and

Regale Morris, 14, 1711
Wells Extended,
daughter of lir. and Mrs.
Max E. Norris, will be a
senior at Calloway Cannily High School and Is
spumous& by nommilyre
thrimbrats beide
track. awkaimaig. skew
and eseratary-tramorar
el Pep Club. She plums Ie
attend college.
- •
*
Shannon McDougal
FBLA, serving as presi
dent of latter club She
plans to attend college

Lori Ann Murdock
Lori Ann Murdock, 17,
Rt. 1, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Murdock, is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School and is
continued on page 12
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Sacrifice for Olympics means dollars from home

r-A44r

Summertime for some tucky? Isn't that back
youngsters means fun the hills somewhere?in
"
time, job hunting, work- Nix had to laugh
and tell
mg on the farm or a com- them a few
Kentuckians
bination of all.
do live "in the hotFor the youth across tornlanda," but his
lesson
the nation involved in helped straighten
out the
Junior Olympics, sum- image of at least two
outmertime means of-staters.
sacrifice.
And he went on to say•
Every year over three the athletes are under
By JIM RECTOR
the
million athletes ages 8-18 same learnin
Sports Editor
g process as
partici
pate
in physical everyone else who atr
fitness programs, train- tends the
competitions.
ing for competition in one
"A lot of people might who qualified
for the on its' stomach, so must a
or more of the 18 sports have known
where Region VI level. Of those
Junior Olympic team rely
sponsored by the Junior Calloway County
was 22, Nix has high hopes for
on donations to attend the
Olympics.
before the Junior Olym- at least four
advancing to various competitions.
"Most of these kids are pics, but now
a lot more the nationals in Memphi
s,
sacrificing their time are finding
"We've got to rely on
out where it is Tenn.
because they want to be because
the people of Calloway
we're sending
Nix,
whose time is County and Murray to
better athletes," says athletes
to compete and donated to the
Junior come through for us like
Calloway County track we're winning
more and Olympics cause
coach Jim Nix. They more,
in they did before. Every lit" Nix insists. Calloway County,
says tle bit helps," Nix said.
could be out working dur- "They see
us around with the experience for
those "Last year the biggest
ing the summer, but most the team tee-shir
ts on and athletes who make
it to contributions came from
are out here (CCHS they're
competing the natio
nals is civic groups, but anyone
track) training every against us and
they know something to behold.
day."
can contribute. It's tax
where we're from."
"They try to make the deductible and it's
The dedication the
really
Last year 15 local Junior Olympi
cs as much a good cause. These kids
young athletes have pays athlete
s qualified for the like the regular
Olympics are representing
off in more than just rib- state
track and field meet as possible.
The Calloway County and
bons and trophies, Nix and seven
advanced to ceremonies are the
says. The competition the nationa
same Murray in front of people
• DISCUS DISCUSSION — Two discus throwers —
l Region VI — each state enters
competing in the Region VI Junior Olympics meet,
and exposure to youth all competi
the from across the nation."
tion. In Region arena as a group, like
Alan Douglas ( left) and Glenn Brandon (center) —
July 16-18, at New Albany, Ind. Nix will be coachin
over the nation makes VI,
the
The local Junior Olymg
athletes from Ken- countries do in the
(Bscuss discus models and techniques with Junior
the local team of 22 qualifiers attending Region
them better athletes and tucky,
Olym- pians conducted fundVI.
Indiana, Illinois, pics — and they
Olympics coach Jim Nix. The two throwers will be
light the raisers during the prebetter people as well.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Ohio, Michigan, Penn- flame and
everything," season months, but now
Nix remembered last sylva
nia and West Nix explained.
year when he ac- Virgini
must concentrate on twoa compete for berMany former Olympic a -day workouts
companied CCHS' Mike ths in
to
the national finals. athletes, includi
ng some prepare for Region VI at
Wicker to the Junior
Of the seven from last like four-time
gold
Olympic nationals at year's
New Albany, Ind., July
Region VI group, medalist swimm
er Mark 16-18.
Wake Forrest University. one,
Mike Wicker, ad- Spitz, attend the
"I was sitting with some vanced
Junior
Nix says anyone
to the nationals in Olympic ceremonies.
people from Alaska and the 1500 meter
wishing to contribute to
race walk.
Bolland Drugs, Mur- contest while striking out
But
despite
all
Hawaii
the
the local Junior Olympics
and we were talkoff the Mayfield-Graves innings of shutout ball,
This year the
rat's Senior Babe Ruth 10 and walking only
ing about different County qualifi Calloway benefits to the athletes, should call him at home,
County squad,8-7.
allowing only two hits.
ers balloon- Nix says a major
team, has been spending three.
things.
pro753-3735
They asked me, ed to 30 at the
, or call Calloway
A three run homer by
The Murray record has
local blem remains — money.
extra time on the diaDavid McMillen and Ronnie Pace and
County High School, 753a game- improved to 12-3 with a 'Oh, you're from Ken- regional level and up to 22
mond these days. No, Hooper were the standout tying
Just
as
an
army
travels
5479.
two run single by double-elimination tourthy don't necessarily hitters for Holland Drugs,
Hal Orr ignited the Mur- nament the next stop
on
need extra practice. The each getting three hits.
ray attack. Jeff Downey the team's schedule.
team just has a knack for Jerry Spann and Jon Bill- also
contributed two Saturday and Sunday
extra-inning games.
ington each picked up two singles and picked
up the Holland Drugs plays in an
hits in the game.
win by hurling the last American Legion-Senior
Friday the Murrayans Then, Tuesday night at five
innings
, allowing Babe Ruth all star touredged Marshall County 7- the Murray-Calloway
three hits, four walks and nament in Jackson,Tenn.
5 in 10 innings. Darren County park, Hollan
WIMBLEDON, year's Wimbledon chamd issuing five strikeouts.
King will take on defen- was 4 years old.
The first game for England (AP)
Hooper scattered seven Drugs went eight innings
— Billie pionships, McEnroe fac- ding
Austin said King had
Downe
y
relieve
d David Holland Drugs will be Jean
champion Chris
hits in nine innings of that before finally knocki
King, the oldest ed his toughest challenge Evert
ng Milton who pitched three 10:30 a.m. Saturd
Lloyd in the other been one of her childhood
ay.
Wimbledon semifinalist today in a quarterfinal
semifinal. Both semis idols. She recalled that
in 62 years, is an op- match against fifth- will be
played on Friday when King visited her
timistic realist. ,
seeded Johan Knelt.
with the finals scheduled tennis club, she w,rota,zi
"It's very gratifying,"
The confrontation was for Saturday.
composition about the exthe 38-year-old tennis a replay of last year's
Prior to the victory perience.
player said Wednesday quarterfinal, won by over
"I was mad because I
Austin, King adafter upsetting third- McEnroe in straight sets vanced
by upsetting received only an Aseeded Tracy Austin 3-6, en route to his singles sixth
-seeded Wendy minus," Austin said.
6-4, 6-2 and moving into crown. McEnroe has Turnbul
McEnroe, facing a
l of Australia and
the semifinals. defeated the South elimati
ng Tanya Harford grueling schedule of a
"Anything now is a African in seven of their of
South Africa and singles and doubles matbonus."
nine meetings, but he Claudia Pasquale of ches through Sunday's
Even John McEnroe,at warned: "Kriek is Switzer
singles final due to last
land.
23 the defending cham- capable of playing some
"I felt I could play week's rainouts, was
pion and seeded first in tough tennis."
three more sets," King given two misconduct
the men's singles at the
Other quarterfinal mat- said after
warnings Wednesday, his
All-England Tennis Club, ches today pitted second- Austin. her match with second and third
of the
was impressed.
sezded Jimmy Connors
tourna
ment.
King, playing in her
"I'd be far away from a against No.6 Gene Mayer 103rd
The
first, which came
singles twitch at the
tennis court if I were her and third-seeded Vitas fabled
grass court cham- during his victory over
age," he said. "But why Gerulaitis against No.12 pionshi
Pfister
, earned him a
ps, dropped the
shouldn't she still be play- Mark Edmonson of first
set to the 19-year-old penalty point for angrily
ing if she's enjoying it so Australia.
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ng the ball across
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much."
On the women's side, five previous meeting
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If Billie Jean's victory 13th-seeded Anne Smith
volley.
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The second came in a
20 Wimbledon
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cond row, from left) Jeremy

Grogan, Jason Grogan, Shannon Wallace,
Jeremy McKee! (coaches, from left) Steve Grogan, Douglas Wallace
and
Allen McKee!. Not pictured is Came Hartley.

"I've

that

12-

who failed to throw
LeMaster

affair to the Giants, giving
San
Francisco
a

throw

three-game

sweep

over

some 25 feet behind home

Cincinnati

here

this

after

plate. -But

I've

seen anything so bad up

I should feel?"

here," Van Gorder add-

McNamara had watch-

ed. -The ball slipped out

ed ,his once proud Reds

of my hand on that throw.

blow late leads of 5-2 and
6-5 before
Charlie

If it wasn't wet, he'd have

Lei brandt

feet."

been out by five or six

the winning run with

Robinson

wasn't

were

With the game's
glamour names absent,
what, Fiori was asked,
are his chances of
repeating?
"Slim. Real slim," he
replied quickly. "The
state of my game is poor.
It's been a little ratty
lately."
His major problem is a
hand injury he thought at
first was tendinitis.
"It turned out to be a
muscle pull between my
thumb and first finger of
my left hand. I hurt it hitting a lot of practice
balls," said the 29-yearold Texan.
The injury has dulled
what had been an excellent 1982 start for
Fiori. He made the cut in
his first eight tournaments, winning the
Bob Hope Desert Classic
in a playoff.
He was forced to
withdraw from the Danny

AP Sports Writer
OAK BROOK, Ill. (AP)
— Ed Fiori chastises the
media for calling the field
for the Western Open a
poor one.

"You guys hurt the
tournament when you say
it's not so tough," the
defending champion said
Wednesday on the eve of
this $350,000 PGA Tour
stop that began today at
Butler National Golf
Club.
"Don't knock it
because Nicklaus and
Watson aren't here," he
said. "We've got 150 guys
who can play."
Nonetheless, tournament sponsors are unhappy over those who are
missing — Craig Stadler,
Tom Kite, Ray Floyd,
Lee Trevino, Jerry Pate,
Arnold Palmer, Nicklaus
and Watson.

Thomas Memphis Classic
three weeks ago and
could not play in the U.S.
Open a week later. He
missed the 36-hole cut at
the

Westchester

Classic

last week.
"I've

been

fine

for

about a week now. I can
practice
want.

as

much

I'm

amounts

on

of

as

I

large

aspirin

Fiori, the
winner of almost $70,000
this year.
Fiori believes his 11under-par 277 score here
last year will be beaten
by this field that includes
PGA champ Larry
Nelson, British Open
titleholder Bill Rogers,
Hale Irwin, Lanny
Wadkins and Bruce Lietzke.
"It wouldn't surprise
me to see somebody 14-15
under par if the fairways
dry out. You can grow the
rough as high as you
though,
" said

want. The man who wins
here is going to hit it in
the fairways. The greens
are in excellent shape,"
he said.
However, Fiori still
carries enormous respect
for these 7,097 yards that
make up Butler National
in suburban Chicago.
"It's one of the five
most difficult courses we
play every year," he
said. He listed the others
as Muirfield Village,
Hilton Head Island,
Riviera and Tournament
Players Club.
Fiori refuses to be
discouraged over his
slump and hip injury.
"I have highs and lows.
Hopefully," he said,
breaking into a smile,
"I'm coming out of a
low."
A first prize of $63,000 is
at stake in the 79-year-old
tournament, oldest
regular stop on the Tour.

situation

By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
MADRID, Spain (AP)
'
Spain,

which

just

squeezed into

said.
like

hope
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that,

nobody
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T.J.'s Bar-B-Q

were limited to only
seven hits, all singles in
the game.
NOTE: The name of
Mandy McCarty was inadvertently omitted from
one of Monday's softball
stories. She hit a triple for
the Swingers against the
Royals.
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Track
BUDAPEST, Hungary
American men cap(AP) — United States tured gold medals in the
competitors won seven of 100-meter dash, the 200,
the 16 events at the fifth
Grand Prix track and 800, and 1,500 meters, the
110 meter and 400-meter
field championship
while
runner-up Great Britain

took four events.
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Through Special Arrangements with GMAC
Purdom Motors, Inc. - Your local Olds-Pont-Buick-Cadillac Maki L- • is in a
position to offer for the month of July only the exceptionally low lease
rate of 12.5% on new car leases of 12-24-36- or 48 months duration. If
you qualify credit wise, this would be an excellent opportunity to obtain
very economical transportation at an exceptional low cost to you as an
individual. Through leasing, there is a minimum initial cash outlay. The
following is a list of examples:
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Description

Murray

1/3 off all other items
in the store.
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Hanauer drove Atlas to
victory at Detroit.
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other

"He

play," Kuiper said about
LeMaster's safe-by-an-

4:1°

Flames, Aces still tied
in girls' upper division

young

fifth wild pitch
only a half-inning later.

baseman Kutner kept the

had

in the Inning and
eventually went to third
on the front end of a double steal_
Greg Minton, 4-4, earned the win for pitching the
earlier

'
game
s

gets

MADISON, Ind. (AP)
Ten
unlimited

tions

LeMaster

Kuiper who was at bat,
when
Leibrandt, the
loser, 3-3, uncorked the

game spun into extra innings tied at 8-6. Second

"But

a

Still, Coach Jose Emilio German coach Jupp Der- chance of avoiding
an igSantamaria, after wat- wall refuses to concede nominious exit.
Kentuckiana Paving, Jon
ching England and West the 0-0 deadlock with
Argentina, listless in Peddle'( Captilin Resorts,
Germany
Fred Giese; Miss PrI3battle
to
a England has wrecked his
attack, lost 1-2 to Italy in
scoreless tie in Madrid European -champio
n its opening Group C deko, Steve Reynolds;
Tuesday night, feels" his team's chances
and the Gimore Special,
of ad- game.
team is capable of getting vancing to the last four.
piloted by Scott Pierce.
Two second round mata victory and a tie in its
In another Friday ches were played today.
upcoming Group B mat- match, tournament- Northern Ireland
faced
ches against those two favorite Brazil faces Austria
in Group D in
teams.
defending champion Madrid, while the Soviet
Spain faces West Ger- Argentina, which needs Union played Belgium
in
many Friday and to win to retain any Group
A.
England Monday.
Fighting ,pirit,
however, was not particularly apparent when
Spain lost 0-1 to Northern
Ireland in its last first
round match and West

The Flames and the
Aces remain knotted for
the lead in the girls' upper division softball
league in Murray.
The Flames used a 15run third inning to put
away the Royals, 19-9, in
Wednesday night competition. Meanwhile, the
Aces were pounding the
Swingers 15-3 to stay
even with the Flames.
Ginger Stalls hit a pair
of home runs and Lisa
Ford added another in the
Flames' win. Shelley
Howell put in an additional triple and double in
the winning effort while
Kristi Elkins was the
losers' most potent hitter
with a solo homer.
The Aces, backed by
homers from Cathy
Williams and Connie
Spann and a triple by
Becky Snow, used strong
offense as well as stingy
defense to throttle the Swingers. The Swingers

Landesoty at the plate in
12th.
And
it
was

when Milt May doubled
home Duane Kinper with
two-out in the ninth, the

scamper.

you

Hydroplanes
run today
—

inch

extra-inning games are
usually wee on gambles."

treacherous,"

Robinson

just
By GEORGE STRODE
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Candlestick Park playing

Top names skip Western Open

The
Giants scored
three times in the eighth
to lie the score at 5-5. And

Giant manager Frank

home Johnnie LeMaater
for

Giants in contention when
threw
he
out
Rafael

never

week. "How do you think

wild-pitched

hurt. I
wouldn't
have
been unhappy if the game
had been stopped."

Leibrandt's pitch skidded

conditions either. "They

surprise
1
fourthh. Tim
of Sprwho turn1st year,
eded San7, 6-4, 8-2,

"A NW

with a diving
just

ticularly happy about the

—

summer
r the seay during
that has
-upted by

out

inning, rain-soaked, 7-8,

the second
round of the World Cup
soccer championships,
now is bristling with confidence that it can make
it at least to the
semifinals.
The reason for this
resurgence confidence
has little to do with the
way the Spaniards have
played. Their 1-1-1 record
in the first round was
marked by offensive sloppiness and a knack for
drawing penalties.
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McNamara growled after
the Reds had lost

EAST T-BALL CHAMPS — Winners of the East T-Ball league championship team include (front, from left) Jason Murphy, Jack Dodde,
Mark
Falwell, Juston Murphy, J.W. Stubblefield,
Trice Dunn, Bardly Harris (se-

last five

like
feel

in the 12th. The

rain, which fell for

Wednesday

night.
"I

two out

No.
0238
0249
0251
P203
P205
P206
P211
P221
P222
P224
P225
C209

1982 OLDS FIRENZA 4 DR SED
1982 OLDS FIREZA SX COUPE
1982 OLDS CUTLASS CIERA 4 DR SED
1982 PONT 12000 4 DR SED
1982 PONT 120004 DR STA WAG
1982 PONT 12000 LE 4 DR SED
1982 PONT 12000 COUPE
1982 PONT 6000 COUPE
1982 PONT 6000 LE COUPE
1982 PONT 6000 COUPE
1982 PONT 6000 4 DR SED
1982 CADILLAC CIMARRON 4 DR SED
sours lw the aim art a

Payment
261.55
265.22
292.31
243.99
263.56
260.14
252.1)5
7115.3/
214.33
343.20

Monthly
Payment*
191.55
195.52
222.31
113.99
193.56
190.14
1f2.55
1416
IM.10
/15.32
204.33
213.20

nee closed-oil loss

Call Wells Purdom — Bob Blake or Jim Suiter for Details

es

PURDOM

LY:1 1E31
191 11-31

Olds-Pontioc-Cadillac

Satisfied Customers ore Our
Main Concern

1406 West Main-753-5315
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Fair queen contestants
conte
inued from pag 9
sponsored by FFA
Chapter. Her interests inelude horseback riding,
swimming and sewing.
She plans to attend Murray State University zuxd
take a two-year
secretarial course.
Kimberly 01.., 17, 1517
Oxford Dr., daugher of
Gene and Joanne Cohoon,
will be a senior at Murray
High School and is sponsored by Tn-Alpha Club.
Her interests include
speech and theatre, FHA,
Tri-Alpha, French Club,

'timber y
music and dance. She
plans to attend coLlege to
study fashion merchandising or advertising.

P OA 13

andis

y Heigh•
%
•tit
Ladoga ovettey. 3.1. eon

tiSchool
Rt. 6, daughter et Des epeasored by Homeroom
Overbev Ls a 1/11. Her interests ubclede
track, crews
e
.Wer heakthell,
oestatry, Beta Club, Pep
CM,swimming and dlag. She plans to attend
college.
Rectos Perry, 16, 1619
•
Sunset Dr.. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Perry, will be a senior at
Murray High School and
is sponsored by William
Smith's homeroom. Her
Perry
Interests include gymnastics, dancing, draw- tend college and major in
ing, photography, tennis, a medical or art field
animals and horseback
Laurie Reeder, 17, Rt.
LaDona
n' . She plans to at- 3, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Coleman Reeder, as interests include
a graduate of Calloway photography, drawing,
County High School and is horeaback riding, dancsponsored by Larry ing and modeling. She
Dunn's homeroom. Her plans to attend Murray
State Uruversity and major in the secretarial
field.
Katherine Elizabeth
Shepard, 17, Rt. 6,
daughter of Fred and Linda Shepard, is a graduate
of Murray High School
and is sponsored by her
homeroom. Her interests
Include band, winter
guard, speech team,
drama, young actors
guild and community
theatre. She plans to atLaurie Reeder

Sudden Tan

Safety slogan
contest run

111

Disinfectant Spray
Eliminates Odors
Regular or Scent II
12 Ounce

Bronzing Lotion
4 Ounce

Katherine E.Shepard
tend Western Kentucky
University, Bowling
Green, and take a double
major in computer
science and theatre.
Terri Smith, 17, 1527
Beckett, daughter of Dewayne and Mary Smith,

Terri Smith
will be a senior at
Calloway County High
School and is sponsored
by Homeroom 11C. Her
interests include
horseback riding and
eating. She plans to attend college preparing
for veterinary school.

"3LE COUPON ml
Lysol Spray

Poke
draw.

WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — A producer of
piping systems ran a
"safety slogan contest"
here.
David Brown of
Phillips Driscopipe won
the competition by taking
the safe route without
getting fancy.
He won it with, "Work
Smart — Work Safe."

With This CoiJc

Lysol Liquid
Disinfectant-Deodorizes
and Cleans
Regular or Pine Scent
12 Ounce
wiin This Coupon

suwx.
Coppertone.

Urns I Empires 74/82

:COUPON•91 ALRA
For Faces Only .
11

Suntanning Lotion For

El

t-----'

I I
Suntan or Dark Tan Lotion I I575 15 I
2 Ounce
Ileane
WWI This Coupon
I,

Lysol Basin
Tub Tile
Cleaner
Disinfectant-Deodorizes
and Cleans
1 7 Ounce

MOM.MN
WOW
WICearit MOM

With This Coupon
00C,SAM IMi•

II

masers
sun MRS

II

Limit 1

-couponr04 v
For Faces Only'.
11
Suntanning Lotion For
The Face
Non-Greasy
Sunscreen Lotion
2 Ounce
\min Tr,c,ourx,,

III
I I
I I
I I

Expires 7/4/82

000

Mop & Glo

system

Buy Any Frost-Free Refegerator
And Get A FREE lcemaker
Refrigerators Starting As Low As

Floor Shine Cleaner
Cleans Shines As You
Damp Mop
32 Ounce
w th Th..9 Coupon

$499
E xpires 7.4/82

Urns 1

Expires 7/4182

COUPON1111111
Solarcaine
Spray Aerosol•
Fast Relief of

Suntanning Lotion
For The Face
Non-Greasy
Sunblock Lotion
2 Ounce

Sunburn

IN

Pain
3 Ounce

With This Cn,.in-"

15 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezers
As Low As
Other Freezers Start As
Low As $287
Air Conditioner Blow-Out
Starting As Low As

$339

$199

With This Coupon

Open Until 6:00
We Will Not Be Undersold In Murray
In Store Financing Available

COUPON1.1.1
I
I
II
Johnson's
Baby Powder I I
I4
Ounce

Nith T

Ca,- ''

• II
I

t74
1
,c.r„,
Expores 7/4432

II

"Love My
Carpet"

Sun. 12-6
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re

BOBBY WOLFF

Fashion

•Poly and poly cotton, terry, acetate and
nylon satin, poly cotton interlock knit
*Wide selection of style and colors to
choose from
*Sizes small, medium or large
•Reg 594

leaves

ACES*

Spring

Rompers

spread in a dog's bed are
said to get rid of fleas.
When picked early,
before the leaves form,
peke has a taste described as being like

asparagus.

a

•

WEED
EATER
•

"Fools for arguments use
wagers."- Samuel Butler.

"My play would win at
least 75 percent of the
time," lamented South, "I'm
betting that's the best way
to have played this slam."
Declarer won his heart
ace, drew trumps, and
played a diamond to
dummy's ace and a diamond
back to his jack. The finesse
lost and West exited safely
with a heart. Declarer •
ruffed and now tried for artt..-.
3 diamond break to avoid
the club finesse. This failed
also and now all that was
left was the losing club tlf
finesse. When this lost.
declarer was ready with his
excuses.
"Before you make a'
bets," cautioned North, "is
me tell you two better way •
to play the hand.
"Win the heart ace, lea
the trump 10 to dummy
king and ruff a heart hig.
Lead the trump eight ti
dummy's nine and rut
dummy's last heart. Now
play ace of diamonds anti
take a diamond finesse. If is
loses to West's doubleton
queen, West must lead a
club or a heart giving you •
your 12th trick. If West has
four diamonds, you must
fall back on the club finesse.
"The other way is to
make a safety play in
diamonds. Draw trumps and
cash the diamond king
before leading one to
dummy's ace If nothing
good happens, lead a third
diamond past East. This
play wins in today's layout,
when diamonds are 3-3 and
NORTH
•K 9 7 4 2
•8 32
•A 12
48 6
WEST
•1
•KQ1097
•Q 4
•K 9 5 3 2

7.1.A

EAST
•6 5
•.1654
•10 9 8 7
•.110 4

SOUTH
•AQJ108
•A
•K J 6
•A Q 7
Vulnerable Both
South The bidding

Dealer

South
2
4.
4.

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pau

North
14
411
Pass

•

Opening lead Heart king
when East has the diamond
queen."
A fine analysis that ended all talk about wagers.

North
I.

Ruffles
otato
Chips

Sole

Mesta

1:15

Sole

7.

2/3.00

Yd.

Weedeater Electric
Grass Trimmer
•2 Lbs •Trims an 8 in. path
•Manuol line advance •Double
insulated •U.L.'' listed •No 307

Reg

Reg 9 96

errific Savings!
Jacquard Beach
,Towel
•100% Cotton

Reg. 12.96

so,e1 1.00

Ladies
Fashion Heabaeds
•Various fibers•Assdrted
styles bandanna wraps
braided terry. braided
cotton or braided cord
and rugby stripes
•Assorted colors

•30 Inches x 60 inches

Ntz

*Assorted jacquard designs
•Many bold colors to choose
from

•
•
•
•

1 96

s...2/3.00

Sole8.96

Bubble
Terrarium

.)uantities Are Limited,Prices Are Greatly Reduced
Store-N-See Air Lite ll
Containers
5-Piece Bath Set
One Style
Avante Clocks
Special Selection

2/5.00
9.00
14.40
Table Cloths Special Selection .9.94
Marvell Hair Clasp
80C
Sleeping Bags Special
15.97
Selection
Girls Jeans Special Selection....9.00

Boys Jeans By Performance Plus
Reg. and Slim
Boy's Jeans By Performance Plut
Husky
Rubbermaid Twist-Pop
Ice Cube Trays
Toddler Denim Overalls
By Big Smith
Boys Sportshirts
Special Selection
Boys daranimal Tank Top
Special Selection
Men's Shirts
Special Selection

5.50
.50
93C
8.00
5.00
3.50
5.00

Girls Overalls
Ladies Sleeveless Blouse
Special Selection
Men's Pullover Shirts
Special Selection
Ladies Sundresses
Special Selection
Ladies Cordinating Jackets
Ladies Cordinating Skirts
Special Selection
Toddler Jacket
Special Selection

11.00
6.00
7.00
5.00
16.00
11.00
5.50

Clip And Save With Super Low Priced Coupon Specials
VAWABLE COUPON', VALUABLE COUPONmil WILUABLE COUPONmil

•

111

Twice As Fresh

Plastic Cutlery

2-Way Al, Freshener

8 Spoons, 8 Forks, 8 Knives

Ii

Reg 91'

Sole

70c

Sole

Signal
•Mouthwash
24 oz.

I

2/1.00

Reg. 21 3
E•pres 7/4/82

Expir•• 7/4/82

I

111

WALMART

ANSWER:Four hearts
Keep the club suit concealed

E •p.res T4/82

I

WAL-MART

1.70 1
a"

and gamble that North has •
the right cards to produce a

AIWERTIS8140 POLICY - It is OW intention to have all merchandsse in this ad in stock dunng Mesas* deals However
once most morahandwe is overstocks and ••••0== ten over' and because many items mein Wilted owl* we we not
%sue nun checks for this fisl• PI your ere casseesosed with any merchenclae we will gladly exchange it Or give yo.a
refund Shop early while selections are best

WAI:MART
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87` 77`„ 2.77

•

Reg. 5.43

Fabric
Clearance
Table

8 Oz Bog
Reg 1,16

7-1-13

•3
VKQ1097
•Q 4
•K9832

Reg, 78.84 Sale

trapeze and 2 seat glide swing

•25720

,

Bid with The Aces

South bolds:

Two
Ring
Pool

72.00
50.00

Deluxe 4 Leg Swing Set Reg. 112.76 Sale

•7. 3. Legs, 12' top bar
•2- Steel tubing
•2 Swings. glide ride, color clad slide,
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PINE MOUNTAIN,Ky.
AP)-For the 27th time,
people in Harlan County
have paid homage to a
humble weed they turn
into a food called Poke
Salad.
The annual celebration
at the Pine Mountain Settlement School draws
about 1,000 people to feast
on batches of the dark
green poke.
Most agree that there's
no middle ground in the
poke salad - or poke
sailed as it's traditionally
spelled - business.
"If you grew up eating
it as a child, you probably
like it," said Lorraine
Browning. "If you
haven't eaten any before,
it tastes kind of strange."
Poke - also known as
pokeroot, pokeberry and
inkberry - grows wild
over much of eastern
United States and has
long been an important
food staple in eastern
Kentucuky.
Admirers claim that
poke can, in its various
forms, cure arthritis,
scabies, boils and stone

.••• Wal Mar, Sells for loss •

I Se
,
. I,
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Illicit sex charges of Congressmen investigated
WASHINGTON (API
Charges of illicit sex between members of Congress and their teen-age
pages are being investigated by federal
authorities, according to
the FBI and Justice
Department.
CBS News on Wednesday reported that
"several" congressmen
were subjects of the investigation.
"I can confirm that
there is an investigation,
as reported," Larry
Kni•ely, night supervisor
of the FBI's District of
Columbia office, said.
"It's at a very
preliminary stage," said
Justice Department
spokesman John Russell.
"A page came forward
and had some allegations. I can't discuss
them right now."
The Arkansas Gazette,
in a copyright article in
today's editions, quoted
an unidentified Justice
Department source as
saying the department
was looking into corn-

plaints that members
coerced or bribed pages
of both sexes to engage in
homosexual or heterosexual activities with them.
The Little Ruck
newspaper said nine or 10
members of the House
and one senator were
under investigation.
Homosexuality
reportedly was not the
issue in the investigation,
but rather the promising
of favors by members of
Congress and sex with
rmnors.
The network broadcast
an interview with a
former page supervisor
who said he engaged in
sex with a member of the
House on three occasions,
including once in the
representative's office
and once at an apartment
in the Watergate complex.
Asked what compensation he received, the
former page said he
never saw money, but
realized that on Capitol
Hill, "one favor deserves
another."

The former page was
not identified and his face
was kept in darkness during the interview.
There are about 70
House pages, ranging in
age from 16 to 18, according to John T.
Molloy, the House
doorkeeper who has
direct responsibility for
them. He said their
average stay on Capitol
Hill is about a semester
- some stay as briefly as
two months and others as
long as two years - during which they live in
supervised housing near
the Capitol, attend the
Capitol Page School and
must pay for their own
uniforms, lodging and
meals from paychecks
somewhat above $600 a
month.
An unidentified 18year-old former page
from the Little Rock area
was quoted by the Justice
Department source as
saying he had encountered homosexual
advances. But the youth
told the newspaper that

SIZZLING 4TH OF JULY PICNIC SALE

The network also said
the investigation was based on rumors and "no one •uthorities were inhas any facts to back vestigating the use of cocaine by pages, an inthem up "
vestigation that previousThe youth said another ly had been revealed.
A grand jury, the Drug
former page heard
rumors about sexual and Enforcement Addrug activities and told ministration and the D.C.
his sponsoring con- police department earlier
gressman, who told the were said to be handling
the drug probe.
Justice Department.

IUSTOSATION and
COPY sorb West
Kentucky s heist
CARTER STUDIO
lac

person in the profession
for 12 years," he said. "In
the South, salaries
average $17,000 to $18,000
for persons in midcareer."
A report to the board
cited science and
mathematics as particularly critical fields,
and said beginning
teachers receive an
average of $1 3,000.
Private industry hires
computer programmers
at salaries in excess of
$20,000, it added.

Mannequins, live models used
LOS ANGELES ( AP)
- Merchants sometimes
pose mannequins - store
dummies - with live
models. The unusual
combination is supposed
to attract passing shoppers which it usually

does.
The live models have to
remain absolutely still.
They can't talk, laugh,
twitch or move their
eyes. Excellent models
can hold a pose for half an
hour.
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2. Notice
GlasS Work
M & G
Complete Glass Co. has
a complete line of Glass
and plexiglass. We install auto glass. We do
store fronts and plate
glass replacement. Cut
glass table tops and
mirrors. Repair storm
doors and windows.
Also patio door repair
and replacement work.
M & G Glass 816
Coldwater Rd. Phone
753-0180 or 753- 2798.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Steaks

$1 788

1).5.D.A. Choice Whole

Ribeye
Oleic*(Cut To

Ste 12 lb. seg.lb.$459

YOotr Spetificatiell4)

Ribeye

lb $

69

Fields I 1.11

Hot Dogs

$1 69

White

Potatoes

20 lb Bog$29

Wholesale & Retail Meat

'07N, J,.iv

Nom, 753 1651
NO111;7.1111-5.810 aide. 1n

we Ac:pgs Nod

temps

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray:
A QUOTE
FROM THE BOOK
OF AM05..

ACROSS
1 Bright
6 Initial
11 Dog chain
13 Time period
14 And Lai
..1.5 Beginnings
17 Sun god
18 Spider s trap
20 Castle
ditches
21 Jamaica
export
22 Classify
24 Stalemate
25 Tennis
periods
28 Bellow
28 Character 151ICS
30 Harvest
32 Poet
Teesdale
33 Gossip
35 Check
37 Cots
36 limb
40 Cut
42 Norwegian
coin
43 Interior
45 Ocean
46 Diphthong
47 Welcomed
49 101 Rom
50 Cuts of meat
52 Glossy paint
51 Camp
shelters
55 Faultily

5 Fixed period
of tune
6 Fish limbs
7 Those holding office
8 Ruthenium
symbol
9 Walks pornpously
10 Athletic
groups
12 Disturbance
13 Bishops
headdresses
16 Trot or
canter
19 LUXurrOuS
fabric
21 Keeps
23 Fruit cakes
25 Fathers
27 Decay
29 SWISS river
31 Carpenter s
tools

YOU'RE ALWAYS
COMPLANING
LET ME LOOK
•
AT IT!

coo
DAD

NNE

IC IT'S LISA,IWA NOT
SPSAKJNG JP IT'S
DANA,I'LL TALK TO FIER
ANO IC rrs...TENNIC1102,
I'LL CALL HE 15ACK

I'M

IN TROuBLE..
KITTY!

r;;AG

scimen.fiNts..Tow

$1297.00
33 Cylindrical
34 Sea eagle
36 Relatives
37 Brag
39 Apportion
41 Buckets
13 Irritates

44 Rockfish
47 Ship
channel
48 Obstruct
51 Printer's
measure
53 Scale note

Governor
may lease
hospital
e

Tlf4f lIRCe4 SAW,
COULD
TEAR 01.11
IRON BARS
LIKE
PAP148 ?
StOntOta9t,
ME/

IERMAN'S
in downtown
Murray will be
open Monday
July 5th from
9:30 a.m. to
S:00 p.m.
3. Card of Thanks
The Family of Mrs.
Tellie Valarah Hughes
wishes to express to our
relatives, friends and
neighbors our ap preciation for the many
acts of kindness, expressions of sympathy,
prayers, food, and floral
arrangements during
the illness and death of
our mother and gran
dmother. A special
thanks to Rev. Bob
Dotson, Rev. Roy
Rabatin, G,us Robertson, Jr., soloist, Oneida
White, organist, the
active pallbearers, and
the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

TO

GOLD &
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Olympic Philo
Open 9 AM to
6 PM daily
I PM to 6 PM Sunday
753-7113

NOTICE

LIRE TO THEM THAT ARE
AT EASE IN ZION"

f

slURTS

$197.00

1 Cooks slowly
2 Shooting star
3 Near
4 Greek letter

LL
GET IT,
SIR

MY

1/2 came Waterfall up
to 2 cores
atrufall,
Rubies, diamonds and
sapphires
FROM

The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5.
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children
753-9356.

-LC

FOOT

Aesarer to Wednesday's Przsle

WE WILL BE

CLOSED
MONDAY
5T11 JULY

'Si szts

Nave 5 wleites? Cu.
759-4444 fee es
spiretienW message te
brighten yew day.
Children's tape 759.
45.

More teachers change work
BALTIMORE 1AP ) For every teacher retiring today, another five
quit because of low
salaries, according to the
chairman of the Southern
Regional Education
Board's task force on
higher education.
Kenneth H. MacKay Jr.
told the board Tuesday
that Southern schools
provide some of the
lowest paychecks for
teachers in the nation.
"The nationwide
average is $19,000 for a

15. Articles for Sale

' Legal Nonce

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Although he
hasn't decided yet
whether to lease the new
University Hospital to
NKC Inc., Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. said that he
sees no legal barrier to
such an arrangement.
"They tell me it is doable," Brown said Thursday after a tour of the
new facility. "It's been
done in other parts of the
country. There is nothing
in our constitution at this
point that we see legally
that would prohibit the
state from making most
any kind of deal."
The most talked-about
plan is to lease the
hospital to NKC for a
nominal sum - perhaps
as low as $1 a year - with
NKC paying for assorted
costs while maintaining a
teaching program for the
University of Louisville.
Brown noted that the
old University Hospital's
financial situation has
improved markedly since
the idea of leasing the
new facility first came
up. Six months ago, the
hospital faced a huge
deficit, but a change to
management by Hyatt
Medical Management
Services has allowed the
hospital to buildups cash
reserve of more than $4
million.
"We're not in as
desperate • situation
perhaps as some .night
think," Brown said. "I
think the management
has turned around here in
the last six months and so
there is a little different
future to look at than we
looked at six monthsago.

Pee poor 'artistica, fan
Iota fres tor Sales Dap.
sai be M oar showroom
Irom 4:311 PM to 8:49 PM
cc Mssdsy,, Toosday,
Thorstlays sad Fridays.
P9100115, OLDSMOBILE,
PONTAK, CADILLAC
1496 IC Maim
753.5315
WANTED- items for
consignment auction.
Also will buy complete
or partial estates. Call
(5021 492-8t28, (night4978193 or 492,85941

SPECIAL
Smith 8, Weise.
44 Magnum in
presentation box,6
inch banall. blue

6. Help Wanted
Aggressive, ambitious,
college educated,
career minded person
for sales in Murray.
Unlimited bonus poten
tial. Send resume to.
Gregory H. Vinson PO
Box 2116 Owensboro,
Ky. 42302. Experienced mechanic,
experienced body man
needed. Apply in person
209 S. 7th St. 753-7333.
FRIENDLY HOME
TOY PARTIES NOW IN
OUR 27TH YEAR, IS
EXPANDING AND
HAS OPENINGS FOR
MANAGERS AND
DEALERS
PARTY
PLAN EXPERIENCE
HELPFUL,
GUARANTEED TOYS
AND GIFTS, NO CASH
INVESTMENT, NO
COLLECTING, DE
LIVERING. CAR &
PHONE NECESSARY,
CALL COLLECT
CAROL DAY 518-/139
8395.
Need money? Sell Avon
Call 753-0171 or 753-0232
Need responsible person to babysit toddler on
occasional weekends in
my home. Must have
references. Call
759,4486.
Wanted: girls for low
key selling position with
reputable business firm
in Murray, Ky. Good
financial rewards for
modest investment in
time. Call 753-8835 be
tween 9a m 5p m

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plato
Opeu 9 AM to
9 PM Doily
I PM to 6 PM &Amboy
753-7113

19in. Color t v and a set
of men's golf clubs Call
437 1608
6ft
Olive green sofa
excellent condition $150.
3 drawer desk with
glass top $50. Beige
wing chair 550. 753,3125.
A large dinette table
and leaf with wood
grain formica top and 6
chairs. Hoover upright
vacuum. 753-0309.
Couch makes into queen
sleeper, coffee table
and end tables, Call
759-1943 after 5p.m.
days.
Five-piece dinette with
leaf; mattress, box
spring, frame; TV ,
magazine stand; all
virtually new, 753-8010
after op n'
G. E. refrigerator
freezer, steamer trunk.
Good condition. $75.
each. 753.7887.
Maple drop leaf fable
with 4 chairs. $575.
Excellent condition
used once. 753-4685.
Sears 20Cu. ft upright
freezer like new $400.
Call 753-3006
Stereo, dresser, bed,
mattress and springs.
Call 753-9331.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
mos

Factory Sales
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801
Under New
Management

18. Sewing Machines
Special this month only
brand new Singer Zig
Zag Sewing Machine
Full cash price $99.95.
Many more good used
Singer Sewing
machines at special
prices
Come by
Lakewood Sewing new
location behind the
Dinner Bell on U.S. 68 1
mile east' of the
Johnathan Creek
bridge, or call 354-6521.
Used Singer Sewing
Machine, Zig Zag and
all regular at•
tachments. Fully
guaranteed, full cash
price. $49.50 will trade
for your old machine
Payments may be ar
ranged. Call Martha
Hooper 354,6521

For sale peaches and
other fruits and
vegetables. Flippen
Hillbilly Barn N. 12th
St. Behind Pizza Hut
Murray, Ky.

14. Want to Buy
Want to buy 1980 or 1981
4 door Pontiac
Brougham Prefer vinyl
seats and built in CB.
753.81111.

.

12in
lOWs
motor. I
Chevrol
transmia
fuel pum

For sale
ual ?vat
6in Join
w'tido* ,
16000 BTI
carving
cludes ri
2613
Horse tr
435 446).
One whet
360 degr
deep. Ne
all steel
tenting $1
Sender g
excellent
Kenmor
excellent
Kenmore
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Truck ca
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12x60 Mi
modeled,
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moved.
$2,750.
anytime.
1971 Hol
with 7xli
heat, cen
753-9702.
1975 Mob
2 bedroc
furnished,
and air,
$6500 Ca
753-7630.
1978 Ho
with tip-o
2 baths. Ci
Trailer fc
by owner
382 2352.
Very attr

mobile
nished v
housety 5
Energy e
ery way.
only $381
spot rent
$420. savi
9829 after:

28. Mobile

Trailers
Brandon
Trailer Co
Two 2 I
nished oi

mobile

f ur9ituee •
air conc
$85.-5150,
753-5209.
Two beds
month pl
mile out
Hwy 1215
5405 or 436
Two bed
home for
ter Churc
month. Cal

Pori
Fa
IS

22, Musical
Dual 1214 automatic
turntable Call 759-1304.
Grand piano for sale
refinished New strings,
new hammers. Rebuilt
by piano technician.
53000. 437-4432

23. Exterminating

Cyst
Portub
het off I
nervy CI
753-098(

32, Apts. Fi
Fa

Will babysit weekdays
Anna Joyce 520
Broad St, Apt, A.
Respectable lady to live
in with middle aged
lady. Room, board,
salary. 759 1661.

24. Pais,:

bedroom

9. Situation Wanted

13, For Sale or Trade
They do not make
this model anymore

Deep freeze for sale
Call 753 5292
Portable typewriter.
Smith Corona electra
200, $125
Antique
cherry wardrobe $325.
Studio easel 565.
Mirromatic 12q1.
pressure canner $25
Call 436 2737.

PAGE U

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
FUR* 753.3914

24, Miscellaneous
Cash register in good
condition. 753-3356
18hp Sears tractor with
plow, disc, harrow
cultivator, mower and
dozer blade. $1250.
with
Brass bed 5135
mattress and box
Ashley heater
springs
used 1 year 5300 753
9943.

Besetife
apothem
lege Orb
1 sad
sperhswi
sed fell I
ty.
or 753
5:30 p.m
Duplex ne
11 1'2 PerC
loan. Low
ment. He,
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Extra nic
duplex 91
Dr. All a
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198/
Heoh
A
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4:00
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Fully
II cash
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1 1304.
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strings.
Rebuilt
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10.
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'trot
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good
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1 arrow
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$1250.
5. with
d box
heater
00. 753-

7
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2 121n. Ford tractor
PlOws. 318in. Plymouth
motor, 1966 model. 1973
Chevrolet 400 turbo
transmission. 1 electric
fuel pump. 753 1649.
For sale. Royale. Man
ual typewriter. Sears
6in. Joiner and Gibson
window air conditioner,
16000 BTU. Also a Sears
carving machine in
Chides router Call 489
2613
Horse trailer for sale
435.4463.
One wheel trailer pivets
360 degrees 48x52511 in.
deep. New tie and tube
all steel body Ideal for
tenting. $125. 436-5484.
Sender guitar and case
excellent condition $200.
Kenmore gas dryer
excellent condition $225.
Kenmore gas stove best
offer. Phillips reel to
reel 1150. Cell 753.0639
Truck cap good condi
lion for sale. 435-4258

V. Mobile Home Sales
1200 Mobile home re
modeled
New plumb
ing and insulation. Have
moved. Must sell!
$2,750. Call 376,2178
anytime.
1971 Holly Park 12x65
with 7814 pull-out. Gas
heat, central air 17000.
753-9702.
1975 Mobile home 12x65,
2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
furnished, Central heat
and air, underpinning.
16500. Call after 5p m.
753-7630.
1978 Hollypark 14X70
with tip-out 3 bedrooms
2 baths. Call 753-8767.
Trailer for sale or rent
by owner in Riviera Cts
382 2352.
Very attractive 12x50 2
bedroom all electric
mobile home. Furnished with excellent
housetype furniture.
Energy efficient in ev
cry way. A great buy at
plus free
only 13800
spot rent for 1 year, a
$ittO. savings. Call 7539829 after 5p m

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court,
Two 2 bedroom fur•
nished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
f u &OWE
nd carpet,
air condition
Rent
585-0150. Shady Oaks.
753 5209.
Two bedrooms $90. a
month plus deposit. 1
mile out of city limits.
Hwy 121S
Phone 7535.405 or 436-2876.
Two bedroom mobile
home for rent. Ledbet
ter Church Road $60.
month. Call 3.54-6144.

30. Business Rentals

12. As.For Rent

36 For Rent or Lease

Mal X1E
11 X

4.Rut Estate

40. Produce

Five car shop tor sale or Sweet corn, tomatoes
rent $250 Sip compres and other vegetables for
1 mile out of sale
sor
Near East
Murray 753 3131
Elementary 753 884

For rent 1 or 2 bedroom
apartment 414 5 10th
Murray 4924725
Furnished apartments,
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
room
Also, sleeping
rooms
Zimmerman
Apts S 16111;53 6609
Buckskin mule ana
Furnished I bedroom harness 5 z years old
Broke to ride Will work
apartment near down
town Call 753-46.45 after some 753 6812.
1r)

37. Livestock-Supplies

HILLDALE APART
MENTS HARDIN, KY
Now taking applications
on site for Section 8,
rent -subsidized apart
ments 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
Large furnished 1 bedroom apartment. Air
condition and carpet.
Walk to campus. S150 a
month, 1-527 3531, after
6p.m. 1.527,1912.

3.Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered 8 week
old male Boston Terrier
puppy 753 7438
A pair of Registered
black and tan coon dogs
6 months old Call after
59 m 759 4663
Full blooded Doberman
pups
Red males and
females $35 each 435
4506

41. Public Sale

Nice 1 bedroom furnished apartment Low
utilities. $125. 753'3949.
Office apartment 104
Williams Ave
Deposit
required. 753 1437 or
753 7908 after 5p.m.
One 1 bedroom fur
fished, living room,
kitchen, bathroom. $50
deposit, $150. monthly.
753-9251.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 753-4109,
762-6650 or 436- 2844.
One bedroom furnished
efficiency apartment
Partial utilities paid. No
pets. $95. 753.9741.
One bedroom furnished
apartment and also 2
bedroom apartments
for rent. Call 753-3530.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
campus. Wafer furnished. Call 753- 1203,
One room efficiency
apartment, carpeted.
Call after Sp.m. till
10p.m. 753-4793.
Three bedroom duplex,
near University.
Fireplace Central heat
and air. Carpet. Dis
hwasher. 759-9577, 753
2649
Three room apartment
$80 a month plus de
posit. 1 mile out of city
limits. Hwy 121S. Phone
753-5405 or 436,2876.
Two bedroom furnished
and 2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
near downtown. 2 bedroom house on N. 6th.
Lease and deposit re
quired. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom spacious
furnished apartment
$130. and $175. monthly.
Near hospital. 753-8731.

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from MSU. Call 759-9580
Or 753-1812.

34. Housesfor Rent
Country Charmer
En
joy the quiet of our 2
bedroom garage apar
tment. 6 miles east of
Murray. Refrigerator,
stove, wafer and carpet.
Lawn service provided
References required.
Call 753-5733.
For rent furnished 2
bedroom house. Reasonable rent. Fall and
spring semester. Near
university. Call
753-5310,
Jost eff Hwy. 121 S. At For rent like new 2
bedroom home. GarCherry Censers.
age, central
fenced
753-0984
753.3872 yard. $300. air,
a month
Call r53 8.4.69.
Nice two bedroom
brick, 8 miles southeast
of
Murray. Some apFOR RENT
pliances, deposit, re
Beautiful furnished ferences.,
Married
@pertinent for 4 colcouples only. 492-8594
lege girls or boys else
after &p.m.
1 end 2 bedroom
Three bedroom house
near Ky
Lake. Com
epartuseats. Sommer
pletely furnished,
end fall ner Universiwasher-dryer included.
ty. Phase 753-5365
753.8964 after 5p.m.
or 753-5108 after
Deposit required.
5:30 p.m.
Three bedroom house in
Panorama Shores for
Duplex near University. rent. No children. No
11
percent assumable pets Deposit required
loan. Low down pay
$250. monthly. 436- 5663.
merit_ Heat pump. Ap- Two bedroom house
pointment. 759-9577, 753- central air, heat pump,
2649.
dishwasher, stove, fully
Extra nice 2 bedroom carpeted. 5 miles Out 94
duplex 901 Northwood East Call 753 0858 be
Dr All appliances fur. fore 12.00 or 753 8943
after 4p.m
nished. 753-0814

Warehouse
Storage Specs
Fee Rent
753-4753

Custom Built
Portable Buildings

ANTIQUE
. AUCTION
July 4, 1982, 100
p.m. at the Antique
City Mall Highway 45
North in 3-Ways between liemboh and
Jackson In. Mall and

•

Quality 3 bedroom, 2
Oath home on large
corner lot in Canter
bury. Central heat and
air, appliances
draperies, fireplace,
built • in bookcases
sunken living room
560's. KCIPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1222.

Fri. Only! 7:30 a.m.??? 215 S. 13th. Proceeds from sale will
go to the Larry Scott
family whose home
was destroyed by fire.

Ar

47. Motorcycles

0 Honda 750 fine condition
clean. S825 Call
Street. extra
376,2171 anytime
Realty

Honda 750 F
Call
762 27511 after 7p m or
$701
,Tamatia Exciter 1
290CC 75 mpg
Excel
tent condition with
helmet Call 527 3249

/13

53. Services Offered

sidle, and A
trues fee all hoses. It
steps painting.
lack Glover
(53-1171

AIR CONDITIONERS
Old appliances ser
v iced
Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refrigerators
All
Used Volkswagon parts,
brands 759 1322.
tune up, break 100S
APPLIANCE
rebuilt motors 435 4271
SERVICE- Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 5 5th St.
121 South
7 5 3
1 8 7 2 ,
753 8886( home)
Murray, Ky.

4.Auto Services

46. Homesfor Sale

53. Services Offered
FREE ESTIMATES On'.
Alt Electrical, Plumb•'
ing, Painting, and Well..
Pump Needs Licensed..
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310,
for free estimate for d.
your needs.

WI dean earpeh,
isibidews, Mso dew
aW we, heed weed
Wenn. Setisfectiea

gusreateed.

753-3317

KEY
AUTO PARTS

K & K STUMP REMO
BYOWNE R
Two bedroom frame 3 bedroom,
VAL
Do you need,
fireplace,
else
house with ap- central
stumps removed from,
air, low utilities,
proximately 1 acre
call 901-784your yard or land .
fenced yard, corner lot.
Needs some work. Ex- Excellent
cleared of stumps/ we
location.
3422.
cellent potential for
can remove stumps up
Gatesborough area.
handyman
2 miles Realistically
to 24 inches below thepriced
northwest of Lynn $61,500.
ground, leaving only'
ASSUMABLE.
Grove. swoon. Call 753-6851.
New end vied auto
sawdust and chips Calk,
759-4138.
for free estimates_ Bob
parts lotteries tires
Brick home near camKemp 435'4343 or Bob
pus. Rent furnished
wheel covers Auto
Kemp Jr 435,4319.
Need a second opiupstairs and garage
Accessories.
apartment for added
n ion? Local Licensed electrician for
residential and comincome. Carpet, air and
S.
references. Cell Hugh
mercial. Heating and 7
very nice. $38,500. Call
759
Outland.
1718 or
aircondition, gas in..
1 527-1912 after 6p.m.
stallation
and repair.,
753-8076.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Phone 753 7203.
bedroom, 2 baths, 1970 El 4amino extra
MITCHEL3
wooded lot. City school. nice. 435 45136.
Live
minu es
Asphalt driveways and BLACK TOPPING
-,4I
2100sq ft. living area. 2 1972 Volkswagon Beetle
from the city
parking lots sealed ay Commercial,
car garage. Excellent nice in gold condition.
IndustSears. For free es rial, Residential,
limits in this neat 3 condition and
also;
Call 762 2358 between timates call 753 2310
bedroom
home
Patching and Sears
neighborhood. 753 9732.
3p.m. and 6p.m
CARPET CLEANING, Coating. Phone 753 1537. •
with a 1 1 the
For sale 2 bedroom 1973 Volkswagon Super
•
Free Estimates.
Need work on your.
home
on 1 acre. Lots of Beetle. Nice and good
amenities. AttracSatisfied references, trees? Topping,
prun••
Out
buildings,
several
tive den
condition. Phone 753
with
Vibra Stearn or Quick ing,
shaping, complete*.
fruit trees, grapevine 5447 after 4p.m.
Dry Cleaning
fireplace,
removal and more. Call:
and berries. $14,500.,
(Upholstery
1975
Cleaning) BOVER'S TREE.
Oldsmobile
Cutlass
beautifully landalso 8x50 mobile home
Supreme. V 8 engine, Lee's Carpet Cleaning SERVICE for Proif
scaped lawn and
cheap. 753-6386.
real nice, A 1 condition. 753-5827.
fessional tree care.*
covered patio. Two
For sale furnished lake 753-1348.
and Sat. 8-4
•
Campbell's Tree Ser• 753-8536.
front cottage, beautiful
acres in all. KOPvice.
1979
Topping,
T
trim
Bird
,
gray
with
1516 Oxford
Painting-Paperhanging-1i
view on Ky. Lake.
PERUD REALmaroon trim, bucket ming, removing. Full Commercial
,*
Living room, dining
(Canterbury).
seats with leather up- insurance. Call 1-527. Residential Interiorlz
TY. 753-1222.
area, kitchen, 2 be
holstery
Low mileage, 0918.
Trash compactor,
E xterior Forma;
drooms, bath and utility
1 owner. 55000. 489-2727.
Sweeping Buildings. 25 yearSi
gas weed eater, 'EDUCED TO $13,500. room All wall to wall 1980 Chevrolet Caprice Chimney
Service. Do it now experience_ Tremont:
Completely re modeled carpet. 901'642.9368.
before
you need your Farris4759,1987.
children's clothes, 3 bedroom 1 bath home, Four bedroom older low mileage 1 owner.
with new wiring, plum- house on large lot, Priced reasonable_ Call chimney Later we will Refrigeration and Air%
variety of misc.
have a working list. Call Condition
bing, gas space heater, storage building. Close 753-2725.
Service
and:.
Cars $200! Trucks $150) 435.4348 or 762-4792.
insulation and- plastic to town. Call 753 8563.
Repair. Central air..
Concrete,
block, brick. (spring special) corn -4:
Available at local govt
underneath. 2 bedrooms Good
country living on
sales Call (refundable) 21 years experience. No oleic cleaning on air!,
upstairs unfinished. four acres. Nice
brick 1-714-5690241
Call Spann Realty As, home,
ext. 1281 lob to large or small, conditioners. 436-5536_
central heat and
for
directory that shows Free estimates. Call
soc. 753-7724
air, all appliances and
753 5476
you how to purchase
some furniture will
24hrs.
4111111=11111W
stay. Large 30 x 25
Roofing All Types, 15
Purdom A Thurman
Workshop. House is only Extra clean 1 owner
Thurs., Fri., Sat., and
years experience, all
Insurance
FLOOR SANDING
three years old. KOP• 1980 Plymouth Horizon
work guaranteed. Don
Sun.
7 a.m.-???
AND FINISHING
Real Estee
PERUD REALTY 753 2 door Hatchback. 26.
000 plus miles, excellent
Rockers, desk and
Wilkerson, 489-1580
1222.
20 years experience.
Southside Ciert Sq.
gas mileage. 753 1746
or 345-2602.
choir, furniture,
House for sale by
Stained floors oar
Murray, Kentucky
priced to sell.
owner. Beautiful 4 bed
lamps, bedspreads,
speciolity.
751 .11.,
One
owner
1
9
7
5
room home near hospipitchers, 38 and 357
BODEAU
tal with lots of extras. Chevrolet Impala. 4
Repair on all small:.
ammunition CBS WE,S..IE RN CEDAR Energy saving -heat door, air, gogd_sgarliiig -.4
.
aw *amines. Lawn mowers....
order.
5650.
Can
be
seen
bedroom
3
2
bath
pump,
home
central
air, 1
tillers, and chain saws:9
loader, powder
354-6127
with spacious living bath, garage, dis- at 1704 W. Main after
of any kind. 1001 E
measure, many misc. area
and extremely hwasher, disposal. 4p.m.
Glendale off 12th. St.';.
items. 1209 Peggy
functional kitchen
Large yard with be753-4590.
Central heat and air, autiful trees, garden
GENERAL HOME
Ann Dr.
We will sell you a used'
plus economical wood spot. Fully assumable 1972 Chevrolet short REPAIR. 15 years exair conditioner or repair'.
stove. Extra room for FHA loan with anis' wheel base. 11075. Call perience. Carpentry,
yours. We also buy usecC•
work and play. Triple lance payments 345-2506.
concrete, plumbing, air
conditioners
DilL:
roofing, sliding. NO Electric
garage with outside available to qualified
489.2615 753-9104.
1977 Ford Van E150.
storage. Plus 14 beauti- applicants. Unbelieva
JOB TO SMALL. Free
Carpet and paneling,
Will
clean
out
well
and"
,
ful acres located on ble opportunity for
474new motor. Will sell estimates. Days
build well houses. Also.:
2359, nights -47,42276.
paved road Hwy 444. family with moderate
cheap. Call 753,8619.
do some plumbing Calf.
Only 539,900. Come income. This one will go
Guttering by Sears
1981 Ford pickup 7000
make your' offer. Call fast. Call today 753-7330.
Sears continuous glut
Spann Realty Assoc. Lakefront 2 story home. miles. Call after 5p.m. ters installed for your Will do any type plumb.
.:
753-7724.
Beautiful view of Pine 753,0919.
specifications. Call ing installation or re-to
Bluff from glass front
In back yard at
Sears 753 2310 for free pairs. Call anytime clay!
Or night. Experienced..!
great room 20005q ft 2
estimate
700 Broad St.
All work guaranteed.
'
.
Commercial pro- baths, many extras. 1973 Shasta 1211. cam436 5855.
Furnished. Owner per excellent condition
Sat., July 3rd.
perty in ColWill do yard work and
dwater, has financing available. Can sleep 6 51200.
436-7237.
hedge trimming, 'cue.
753-6911.
several Call
and remove dead
Lake property cabin. Starcraft pop-up cam
possibilities, serhedge. Call 753 0712 orYear round living. per. Excellent condi
vice station, Community water, tion Can pull with
753-3534
grocery store, electricity. Sundecks, compact car. 753.5601,
Will mow lots and do
air -conditioners, 753-2342 1601 Richland.
bushhogging. Call 759clean-up shop and
COMMUNITY
$20,000
759 9577, 753
1503
others. Call us to21.9.
Will sharpen hand saws
YARD
day at 753-4000.
Canterbury
houses
New
and
chain saws.
Mt. V•bottom Mirror
SALE
owner financing. Make craft. 1959 model
753 4656
18hp
Thurs., Fri. and
Offer. 753- 3672.
Evinrude, Paris line
Sot. 8-??? YenNine room house for boat trailer. 489-2688.
sale at Lynn Grove. 2
DeField Subd.
extra large lots and
Hwy. 1 2 1 on
extra large storage
Graves-Collowoy
building. Must see to
Big Holiday Auction
appreciate. Phone 759
Co. line. Furniture,
Realtors
4702
for appointment.
Monday, July 5th- 10 a.m.
clothes and lots of
Three bedroom house
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Rain or Shine
misc. items.
has attached furnished
Murray, Ky.
At the Old Country Store in
apartment
Carpeted,
central gas heat, air
Downtown - Old Almo, Ky.
conditioned, TVA inLots of nice furniture, appliances, choice antisulation, large lot,
storage building. Call
ques, good glass, fine chino, old stone items, lots
752'3949.
of toys, bicycles, tricycles, old dolls, hundreds of
Two bedroom house
collector items. twin and full bedroom suits
close to town. Large
front yard, large up
chests, dressers, high poster bed, baby beds
stairs storage with outplay pens, antique rocker, chino cabinet. oak
side entrance. Call 753•
dresser, bentwood choirs, dinette sets. lamps,
5477 or after 5p.m., 16ft. Richline aluminum
boat_ 18hp Johnson off
jugs. pictures, fromes, 1 lot of canned goods
75324820r 753,2206.
board motor. Real good
Two or 4 bedroom
groceries, household supplies, lots more
Condition_ 16ft
tilt
home, in beautiful
For Information Call
trailer with 12in wheels
Panorama Shores on
Otto Chester's Auction Service
tires All 3
Blood River. Below and real good
$750 Also reel to reel
(502)435-4128 • Lynn Grove, Ky.
market at 145,000. Extape recorder $35 Real
isting at 8.5 percent.
condition Call Sid
good
Loan can be assumed.
Call 1 247 0023 after Jobs 436 2180.
18ft Avenger jet boat
6p.m.
460cu in. engine, 4 band
:arburetor, maroon and
mit. July 3rd, 10 A.M. Rain or shine. At
1976 Kawasaki K2400 silver metal flake paint.
including windshield, Silver trail trailer Per
late Laura Smith Gamble Home on
fect
condition_
$4500.
luggage rack, sissy bar
Church
St. in Dexter, Ky.
Phone
or
489.7538
378
and crash bar
Shop
Will sell a house of furniture appliances.
manual tool kit and 2 8507.
18hp
Evinrude motor
helmets. $650. Call 762
glass, dishes, ontique items tools, house and
runs good $150. Call
6154.
lot. Bedroom, living room, dinette furniture, lots
1980 Yamaha 400 extra 436•5835
of dishes, TV., lamps stock of quilts. linings,
Starcraft travel
nice Mag wheels, 2100 23ft
cost iron wash kettle, tea kettle, straight razors,
actual miles
Price trailer All the extras
$1075 Call 753 1586 days 753-0101
knives, watches, old coins, scrap gold lamps,
or 753 3590 alter SP.mNimrod Pop Up camper
weight clock, churn, stone pitcher, many good
1441 Honda 110 3
2500 Is in good shape
items, log chains, tools, chino doll. 6 room
wheeler good condition. 435,4152.
Mosonory House on large lot with big garden.
MO Call • 753-9725 between 7a.m. ap.m , at
House sells at 12 noon.
ter 4p m. 7538616.
5hp tiller $150 SO CC
Fee Information Cell
Simian Iv*. Cs.
motorcycle $250. after
saw
asi
*aim
neril
6p m.49 2570
tests@ Iris work.
Calt
ATC 485
753 I1367.
blown tall Riff If
A double bucket
laths, 153-1181
motorcycle seat
$50
or
753 3175
For sale 1900 Honda 650 Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
Custom motorcycle
Qcod ccoadltion. 436 5403 Tappen Call 7135341 or
154 6956 Fan, L (welt,
ck 436 5830
Flea

market
For

open

Hwy

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Yard
Sale

8 PARTY
YARD SALE

753-5500

49. Used Cars

105 S. 14th Fri.
and Sat.

GARAGE
SALE

Fri.

5 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. and Sot. July
2nd and 3rd. 7-6
p.m. 1100 S. 16th
St.

4‘

Yard
Sale
Om day only! Sat.,
Jelly 3 8-4. Beds,
misc., household
items, clothes. Kids
items, books. 1622
Miller Ave.

GIGANTIC
5 FAMILY
YARD SALE

50. Used Trucks

0

YARD
SALE
Sat, July 3rd Inman
Service Station Har-

din, Ky. Dolls, Dolls,
Dolls. Barbie dolls and
clothes, dressed and
undressed. Doll
blankets, sweeter
sets and China dolls.

Yard
Sale

51. Campers

•

Yard
Sale

52. Boats-Motors

910 N. 16th Fri.
and Sat. 8-4.

Joanna's
Reruns
Largest consignment store in
resale clothing.
Open from 0:30-5
is now having
soles in every
department.

Located or, Court
Square
Mayfield.

'M
I

Auction

LINIC

32. Apts. For Rent

Murray Head Start is accepting applications for the
1982-83 school year for:
Health Coordinantor
Applications are
available at the Murray
Board of Education Office,
9th and Poplar. Applications will be accepted until
4:00 p.m. on July 9, 1982.
Murray Head Start is an
Equal Opportunity
E lo er.

41, Public Sale

G.Real Estate

Building site, plus
acreage. 23 acres. 16
tendabW, 7 in timber,
located on biacktopped
.ghway.. Stock barn
included and priced at
$19,900
Call K OP
PERUD REALTY 753
1222.

31031:)

in

Big Yard
Sale
414 S. 10th (between
Vine I. 11th) Fri. It?? Set. 3-12. Collettables, clothes,
shoes, fees, bicycles,
wheelbarrows, etc.

- Yard
Sale
1503 Kirkwood
Fri. and Sat.

21 ft.

Sailboat

Antique Auction

753-1736

uly 4, 1982, 1:00 p.m. at the Anique City Mall Highway 45 North in
-Ways between Humbolt and
ackson Tn. Mall and Flea market
.pen also. For reserved seats call
901-784-3422.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS ACCEPTING SEALED BIDS FOR THE
FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT UNTIL FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1982 AT 2:00 P.M.
AT THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT, GENERAL SERVICES
BUILDING, CHESTNUT ST. MURRAY, KY.
1 -Two Row Corn Picker (New Idea)
1 -Hand V-Break 8 ft. long Chicago
1 -Foot Shear 4 ft. Long
EQUIPMENT MAY BE SEEN BY CONTACTING BOB MOYER AT THE
GENERAL SERVICES BUILDING OR
CALLING 762-4435 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Auction

47. Motorcycles

the

53, Services Offered

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-412$

?Coleman RetEstate

te.

1.#
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Mrs. Linn dies Robinson Ann Sweeney dies
with funeral
Memorial services for at Owensboro-Daviess
Miss Robinson Ann County Hospital. She was
to be Friday
Sweeney, student at Mur- a member of Alpha

Finney rites
scheduled
on Friday

Mrs. Donohoo
dies; rites
at Lakeview

The funeral for Charles
Finney will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
David Wagner will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m
today Thursday;.i
Mr. Finney, 51, 1712
Calloway Ave., died
Wednesday at 8:40 a.m.
at Veterans Administration Hospital, Nashville.
A veteran of the Korean
Conflict, he was
employed by the Tappan
Company, Murray Division, for 23 years, and
was with Emerson Electric, Paris, Tenn., at the
time he became ill.
He was a member of
the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and
was a 1950 graduate of
New Concord High
School. Born Nov. 5, 1930,
in Carroll County, Tenn.,
he was the son of Stark
and Gladys Murphy Finney.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Kathryn Garland
Finney, to whom he was
married Aug. 21, 1954; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Stark Finney, Rt. 3, Benton; one daughter, Mrs.
12/1)) Orr, Marion: one
r on, Feith Finney,
• tr)r2ir Air Forcz Rase,
f_lricoa Beach, Fla.; two
▪ n:1c h 10.re
Ginger
IL:)chel Finney.

Mrs. Dollie Linn, 87, ray State University, will
The funeral for Mrs.
Dortha Donohoo was to- died Wednesday at 10:35 be Friday at 7 p.m. at the
day at 11 a.m. at p.m. at Murray-Calloway Century Christian
Lakeview Baptist Church County Hospital. Her hus- Church,Owensboro.
in Marshall County. The band,Sherman Linn, died
Miss Sweeney, 19,
Rev. Terry Sills and the in March 1943.
Owensboro, died Tuesday
Rev. Martin Lunsford ofShe was a member of
ficiated.
the Old Presbyterian
Burial was in Lakeview Thurch at Big Sandy,
Cemetery with ar- Fenn. Born Nov. 21, 1894,
rangements by Filbeck in Henry County, Tenn.,
and Cann Funeral Home, she was the daughter of
Benton.
the late Horace Dowdy
Services for Howard
Mrs. Donohoo, 67, Rt. 7, and Maggie DeBruce Dunaway, 1106 Pogue,
Benton, died Monday at Dowdy.
Murray, will be in
11:45 a.m. at Lourdes
Survivors include one Decatur, Ala., with the
Hospital, Paducah. A daughter, Mrs. Thomas Brown-Service Funeral
daughter, Mrs. Mary Sue (Imogene) Herndon, Rt. Home in charge of arPuckett, preceded her in 8; one son, Edgar Linn, rangements.
death.
Rt. 2, Hazel.
Mr. Dunaway, 74, died
She is survived by her
Seven grandchildren Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
husband, Euel F. survive who are Eddie at Murray-Calloway
Donohoo; three WW1, Gerald Linn and County Hospital.
daughters, Mrs. Delores Randy Herndon, Murray,
He is survived by his
Reed, Gary, Ind., Mrs. Larry Herndon, Houston, wife, Frances; two
Leona York, Benton, and Texas, Kelly Herndon, daughters, Mrs. Gary
Mrs. Louise Barlow, Dallas, Texas, Mrs. Al Smothermon and Dr. Ann
Smithland; 17 grand- (Joyce; Adams, Dunaway; one son,
children; eight great- Nashville, Tenn., and Howard Dunaway, Jr.;
Mrs. Paul (Anna; one sister, three brothers
grandchildren.
Also surviving are five McAdoo. South Fulton, and six grandchildren.
sisters, Mrs. Floetta Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Also surviving are 12 home had charge of local
Burkeen and Mrs. Armilda Yaw, Kirksey, great-grandchildren.
arrangements.
The funeral will be FriMrs. Mignon Dillworth,
Paducah, and Mrs. Annie day at 4 p.in, in the
In a few years the doors
Evans and Mrs. Lina chapel of Blalock- and hoods of the family
Boatwright, Gilbert- Coleman Funeral Home. car may be made of
sville; three brothers, Burial will follow in Hazel fiberglass reinforced
plastics. Some doors and
Thurman Vickers, Cemetery.
Friends may call at the hoods are currently made
Kirksey, Carter Vickers,
Benton, and Rodney funeral home after 6 p.m. that way, but it will be the
today (Thursday).
late 1980s before the maVickers. Michigan.
jority of are plastic, says
HEADCHEESE
David Clavadetscher of
Headcheese is portions of the head, feet and other
Premix, a North
parts of a pig pressed togetther. It was so named
Kingsville, Ohio,
'because it was originally molded in the form of a
materials supplier to the
auto industry.
cheese.

Mr. Dunaway's
rites planned
in Alabama

.

CE F Yield.

a 40-year-old female who
has been dieting for four
months and I have lost 30
pounds I wanted to firm up
my abdomen so I decided to
try the leg lifts AS you suggested in your Health Letter
I got on my back on the
floor and raised mj knees to
my chest and then straightened my legs I could do this
only about five times
Tonight I had such pain in
my back that I could hardly
walk
I have decided to lay off
the exercises for a couple of
days and then go back to lifting one leg at a time to
reduce the lower abdomen
Any help you can give me
will be appreciated
DEAR READER - Congratulations on losing 30
pounds I think you did it a
bit too rapidly. I prefer people to lose about one pound a
week, particularly if it is a
long-term project No doubt
your rapid weight loss
caused you to lose some
muscle . and some muscle
strength That may have
made it more difficult for
you to do leg lifts
You are correct in using
leg lifts to firm up the lower
abdomen Sit-ups only help
the upper abdomen. And
your story should warn people that overdoing it can
give you a sore back Anyone
who has back trouble should
consult with his doctor
before doing any exercise
program
You need to help protect

your
turbs me. though
smoking Some reports in
recent years have suggested
that people who were thin
did not live as long as people
who were a little more
plump The catch is that the
thin people were also
smokers And we know that
smoking can decrease a
person's life span by 14
years, sooner in some
instances
You don't want to add fat
to your body It won't do a
thing except decrease your
level of health If you really
want to gain weight, stop
smoking entirely Then keep
a food diary and see how
many calories you are
consuming If you find that
your calorie intake is too
low you may need to change
your foods And start an
exercise program that will
help you develop an average
amount of body muscle, so
you won't just add fat

Hog market
Federal-State Mena News Sere. J uty I,
ten
Sentarky Pr-cease kres Hos Marta
R.psiiorluiml Banos Slalom
*OEM 42M Ransom & Gilts
.21 Mrilserilein etas* to SO Wet
• tdellhellan.
MONA
161.1114He
11111114118164
MU6414.11
U134/1161Mlbs.
Seen
U1114Wedablea.
1114.116Wie
IA i4.-*.
US 14Ilealallie
..10/4.2161.1e
US 14 MINISSa..
01.11143.0
US14 WEIles
0111.111-11 11
soiree..

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE w

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

10.

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPT ON ERVIC
Jeaction 121 South And 444
Bait
Open 6 a.in.•9 p.m.
Sealtest

2-Liter Coke

94111111MPW

$1.19

'3.95

2.30 1 Gal.

594

58'

DWAIN TAYLOR 753-2617
442,0s;
CHEVROLET

woe

2 Liter

Eggs

894

A.4,kiak.A.A\AA„A,..Aa,/..,
\-.A.Avv'svwi'vl\we've., Irvl,

Regular through

411.

1.•XIATNIE

IR
DAYS
MURRAY
CALLOWAY-COUNTY

••••11 IIVIXIs
FRIDAY, JULY. 1962
, PO p m. - Boosny Contest
Lovett Audnanum
MONDAY,JULY 12
Orsinrt Dairy Shoe - 4-H SPA
5,00 p.m.- 4-H Rabbit Shim
6,30 pee.- Official Opining
- Little Miss homers,
irk
TUESDAY,JULY 13
6,00 p.m.- Holstein L Finites Show
700 p.m.- Demo Derby
WEDNESDAY,JULY 14
600 p.m.- Army Cattle Shaw
FrANI
7,00 vow - Old Time Adders Diodes*
T114.1115DAT, JULY 15
1.00 p.n. - Kiddies Day
6,00 pas. - 4-14 & NIA Duiry River
7.00 p.a. - Duman's/I Sand Drop
7 30 p.m. - Country Soot - Ground
FRIDAY,JULY 14
Herm Shoe
5,00 p.at. ,00 p.m. - Harm Show
SATURDAY,JULY 17
COO - None& Mule Pull
I000
- Form knew Day
7,00 p.m. - Three Wheel Short Track dace
7.30 p.et. - Gospel Music &how - Jaycee Md..

ahvAakiliVidOr

50

1.29

Doz.
=MAL VICTORS PASTS DIV753014

We Have
Stalean
New
Starch
Blocker

Igo ve•v4i40^veriv..4
Complete
Coupon
Line of
"Native Tan"
OFF
Suntan
Anything
Products
./ Through July

6 Pk. Cons

__

lioz

ak a\"\AV

Nehi,
Barrelhead,
Sundrop

Lyng Grove Large

4

Saline
son $215

1 Gel. Pails

Lettuce

1 -Lb. Parkay

Bausch &
Lomb

Ice Cream

Flavorich Milk

1541 GMC Seeders Yee - Customised, TM, Creise, AM 461•11
Trod Stereo, Rally libeels, &tee Mein, P.S. P. Irekos, Al.
Neely Nice. 24Eis mi.

GOA QUALITY 0

Lawrienc• E. Lamb,M.D.
pull in and hold your lower point in your letter that dis

DEAR DR LAMB - I am

NEW CONCORD GROCERY
I

pi

Stock market
lednetral Averse.
Au Praissat
Americas Motors
Ashland
Aran= Teleplay
Chrysler
Donal
Fad
G
Gateau Drama"
Genera adore
General Tlre
Gooks-it
Goalycer
Golf OM
Heehaw
B
C Kam
Janes
Roma
Penmen
Pater Oats
Teloco
13.5 Tobacco
aunty,

Protect your back,too

abdominal muscles taut
when you straighten your
knees. Don't hold your legs
straight out and strain your
back muscles
It is wise to use just one
leg if you have very weak
muscles or have difficulty in
doing leg lifts Another
alternative is not to straighten the knees but simply lift
the knees to the chest and
then let your feet return to
the floor with the knees still
bent until you start to
strengthen those lower
abdominal muscles But I
want to emphasize again the
importance of tightening
those lower abdominal moscies when you straighten
your knees
Others who want the program for decreasing an
expanding waistline can
send 75 cents with a long
self-addressed
stamped
envelope for The Health Letter number 17-12. Winning
the Battle of the Bulge Send
your request to me. in care
of this newspaper. P.0 Box
1551, Radio City Station
New York. NY 10019.
DEAR DR LAMB - De
you have anything on gaining weight' There are lots of
ads on losing it but I want to
gain I smoke two packs a
day. I don't drink any longer
I eat regular meals but I'm 6
feet tall and weigh between
140 and 150 I can't seem to
No Trede
get over 150
MN • 22,
Mel one
READER
DEAR
43
Rejoice You may live longWas.
er because you are not
II C your back by being sure to overwei ht. 'there is one

Omicron Phi social
sorority and a little sister
of Lambda Chi Alpha at
Murray State.
She is survived by her
parents, Frank D.
Sweeney, Lexington, and
Dr. and Mrs. Albert H.
Joslin, Owensboro; two
sisters, Miss Donna
Joslin and Miss Michelle
Sweeney; her grandmothers, Mrs. Della Burton and Mrs. Alex
Sweeney, Lexington.
There will be no visitation.

\

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FERING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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OBITUARIES

Omega

FREE

Correctol
Laxative

.;

30's

Ti.
*res. ,
Grew '12

4_
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1.1.•

$1 57
• ^•'• iikhada AAA,
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FIREWORKS

tow
1442

Blood
Pressure
Tests
Everyday

WilerV**.V Y'y VI°
22

VW
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St. Joseph

t

ST-JOSFFsfis

4

36 s

49'

NOVELTIES
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COLOR PRINT FILM

c°111t55

Remember
4th of JULY
with
Pictures

Developed and Printed

91.00
OFF
LIMIT ONE POLL
PER COUPON

the regular price of
develop and print
roll orders for all
110,126, 35mm,
Mark 35 and Disc.

Expires July 17

coupon must occompony order

"i
11
.

,2'4

pea

•••••• •••••.••••••••• Mit•• ••• ••••••••••
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Sponsored by
Murroy-Collowoy County JAYCEES

JULY 12-17 1982

1

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays

••••••

Misled the Beauty Contest Friday July 9, 7:00 p.m - Lovett Auditorium

OP

SUPER SUMMER
CLEARANCE

rItrifftirs
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Up To
Selected Items
Throughout Our Store

-ID Si -912-en. 202
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